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An Introduction to Sen
Amartya Sen was awarded the 1998 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics for his contributions to
welfare economics and social choice theory and for his interest in the problems of society’s poorest
members. Although his primary academic appointments have been mostly in economics, Nobel
Laureate Amartya Sen is an important and influential social theorist. He is indeed renowned for his
humanitarian approach to economics, having contributed almost without peer to the study of
economics, philosophy and politics, transforming social choice theory, development economics,
ethics, political philosophy and Indian political economy, to list but a few. His contribution to moral
and political philosophy has also been crucial to the development of several aspects of feminist
economics and gender analysis. Many of his writings have actually addressed gender concerns
directly, but even when not explicitly feminist, his work has often engaged with themes that are
central to feminist economics and philosophy.

Amartya Sen was born in 1933 in Santiniketan in West Bengal, India. He spent much of his childhood
in Dhaka in what is now Bangladesh. Following partition in 1947, his family moved to India. He was
educated at Presidency College in Calcutta (now Kolkata). He went on to study at Trinity College,
Cambridge, where he received a B.A. (1955), an M.A. (1959), and a Ph.D. (1959). He taught
economics at a number of universities in India and England, including the Universities of Jadavpur
(1956–58) and Delhi (1963–71), the London School of Economics, the University of London (1971–
77), and the University of Oxford (1977–88), before moving to Harvard University (1988–98), where
he was professor of economics and philosophy. In 1998 he was appointed master of Trinity College,
Cambridge—a position he held until 2004, when he returned to Harvard as Lamont University
Professor.
Sen’s books on welfare, poverty, and development are well-known and influential. His monograph
Collective Choice and Social Welfare (1970) - which addresses problems such as individual rights,
majority rule, and the availability of information about individual conditions – has inspired
researchers to turn their attention to issues of basic welfare and well-being of the community. Sen is
best known for his work on the causes of famine, which led to the development of practical solutions
for preventing or limiting the effects of real or perceived shortages of food. In his book Poverty and
Famines: An Essay on Entitlement and Deprivation (1981), Sen reveals that in many cases of famine,
food supplies were not significantly reduced. Instead, a number of social, political and economic
factors - such as declining wages, unemployment, rising food prices, and poor food-distribution
4
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systems - led to starvation among certain groups in society. Sen’s interest in famine stemmed from
personal experience since, as a nine-year-old boy, he witnessed the Bengal famine of 1943, in which
three million people perished. Sen’s other writings include Development as Freedom (1999);
Rationality and Freedom (2002), a discussion of social choice theory; The Argumentative Indian:
Writings on Indian History, Culture, and Identity (2005); AIDS Sutra: Untold Stories from India
(2008), a collection of essays on the AIDS crisis in India; and The Idea of Justice (2009), a critique
of existing theories of social justice.

The primacy Sen places on freedom and capabilities is attractive to many. He is generally regarded
as the contemporary initiator of the capability approach, although it has been pointed out repeatedly,
by Sen himself and by others, that the core notions of a functioning was crucial in the work of
Aristotle, and hence also in the work of philosophers and economists who have been greatly
inﬂuenced by Aristotle. Today, the capability approach is used by scholars and researchers from a
variety of disciplines and ﬁelds, in countries across the world. The type of work in which the
capability approach is used differs remarkable - ranging from the development of philosophical
theories to applied empirical studies that guide policies for the government as well as civil society
organizations, to theoretical or empirical measurement.
That Amartya Sen also had a seminal and profound inﬂuence on the human development paradigm
hardly needs a reminder. He served as an advisor to the very ﬁrst Human Development Reports and
contributed to the development of the human development index. The Human Development Reports
had a profound impact on the way policy-makers, public officials and the news media, as well as
economists and other social scientists, view societal advancement around the world. Rather than
concentrating on only a few traditional indicators of economic progress (such as gross national
product per capita), “human development” accounting proposes a systematic examination of a wealth
of information about how human beings in each society live and what substantive freedoms they
enjoy. Today, the Human Development Reports continue the tradition of pushing the frontiers of
development thinking. Undoubtedly, Amartya Sen is one of the world’s best-known voices for the
poor, the destitute and downtrodden and an inspiration for policymakers and activists across the
globe.
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Abstract
The Capability Approach is much discussed in academia and this makes Sen one of the most
influential philosophers and economists of our time. His capability approach is integrated in various
fields from economics, political science, philosophy to public healthcare, developmental studies, and
studies on poverty. Regarding the areas of human development and development economics, this
dissertation aims at applying the Capability Approach in a manner that can contribute development
practitioners to plan, monitor and evaluate development projects.
From a philosophical perspective, Sen’s Capability Approach is part of the debated field of the theory
of distributive justice, which concerns the criteria according to which wealth should be distributed
among the various members of society. The first chapter introduces the traditional criteria of
distributive justice, especially focusing on utilitarianism (with its components of consequentialism
and welfarism) and on Rawls’ theory of primary good. These approaches are seen as inadequate and
represent critical targets for the Indian philosopher-economist Amartya Sen, who lays the foundations
for the alternative approach of capabilities.
Chapter II is an attempt to define Sen’s capability approach starting from the core concepts of
functionings and capabilities. The chapter explains why Sen’s approach is particularly suitable for
analyzing and measuring people’s quality of life and the sustainability of development processes. It
is a regulatory approach for the evaluation of individual well-being and social structures in order to
identify adequate social policies.

As Chapter III highlights, the capability approach and its emphasis on individual effective freedom
have been criticized as excessively individualistic. According to a communitarian perspective, Sen’s
approach seems to advocate individual capabilities going back to particular liberal conceptions of
human rights and freedom, and might be insufficiently critical of the quotidian realities of human
interdependence and the social structures according to which individuals frame their value
judgments.1;2;3 The paragraph “Sen’s reply to the Communitarian critique” explores how Sen defends
1

C. Renouard, Corporate Social Responsibility, Utilitarianism, and the Capabilities
Approach. Journal of Business Ethics, 98(1), 2010, pp.85-97
2

M. Hill, Development As Empowerment. Feminist Economics, 9(2-3), 2003, pp.117-135

3

C. Koggel, Globalization And Women’s Paid Work: Expanding Freedom?. Feminist
6
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his approach supporting deliberative democracy and public reasoning as universal values. Since
judgments about what people come to understand and value through public reasoning are necessarily
contingent and relative, Sen himself has been reluctant to provide a fixed list of capabilities to go
with his general capability approach.
The following chapters explore how Sen - starting from the question “Equality of what?” - offers new
insights into the vision of equality, poverty and freedom. Sen maintains that people who are
hypothetically identical in terms of their physical characteristics and potentialities might achieve
different levels of well-being depending on the family environment in which they grew up, the
institutional context in which they live, the opportunities that the economic system reserves them or
the cultural norms or social rules they have. In the same way, a person with large wealth cannot be
considered advantaged if she suffers from a severe disability.4

It emerges that poverty is contingent on the different characteristics of people and of the environment
in which they live. Poverty should thus be considered as a vicious circle characterized by the lack of
freedom (represented by fundamental capabilities). Sen thus relates the idea of development to that
of freedom, stressing that such correspondence requires a much broader vision of the development
concept.5 In this perspective, development has a real impact only when it allows individuals to register
substantial improvements in their capabilities.6;7 The ideas developed by Sen in the 1980s and the
related studies concerning social phenomena of global importance have contributed to review the
concept of human development carried out by the United Nations Agency. Over the last two decades,
Sen’s approach has particularly had some ostensible influence on the United Nations Development
Programme and has provided the conceptual foundations for the Human Development Movement.
As the international community moves toward implementing and monitoring the 2030 agenda, the

Economics, 9(2-3), 2003, pp.163-184
4

Maffettone, S. (2011), Sen's Idea of Justice versus Rawls' Theory of Justice. Indian Journal of
Human Development, 5(1)
5

A. Sen, Development as Freedom, Oxford University Press, 1999

6

A. Sen, Risorse, valori e sviluppo, Bollati Boringhieri, 1992

7

S. Deneulin & F. Stewart, A capability approach for people living together, VHI conference Justice and Poverty: Examining Sen’s capability approach. St Edmunds College, Cambridge, 2010
7
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human development approach remains useful to articulating the objectives of development and
improving people’s well-being by ensuring an equitable, sustainable and stable planet.

The need to reconsider the meaning of development is particularly relevant especially when
considering developing countries. Chapter VII explores the Capability Approach and the idea of
agent-oriented development in the context of international development policies. As discussed in this
final chapter, Sen promotes a major break with the dominant approach adopted by most national and
international development agencies, by presenting innovative solutions to respond to the poor’s plight
in a more effective, accountable and sustainable way. He indeed investigates why traditional
paternalistic assistance is morally unacceptable, and develops a new normative conception of the
assistance relationship that shifts away from paternalism towards partnership. Sen’s approach
advances the current normative debate in normative political theory and applied international ethics
by developing a non-paternalistic conception of the assistance relationship that places the emphasis
on the development of local institutional capacity for long-term sustainability. He benefits the
academic community in the field of political theory and international ethics, and policy makers and
practitioners in the field of development aid.
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Introduction
The capability approach developed by the Indian philosopher-economist Amartya Sen has emerged
as an important new paradigm in thinking about development and conceptualising the nature of social
inequality and relative poverty.8 A growing literature in economics, philosophy and social science
attests that the influence and stature of Sen’s approach have also increased in the recent years. Sen’s
approach has indeed been recognized by the Nobel Committee and fellow scholars for its contribution
to the broader field of development studies, and has prompted important debates on issues such as
poverty, justice, freedom and humanitarian aid.

9

As it will be argued in the dissertation, Sen’s

Capability Approach can contribute development practitioners to plan, monitor and evaluate
development projects.

The ethics of capabilities is a disciplinary approach that brings together a philosophical framework
with economic and social aspects. It focuses on freedom and equality, justice and the correlation
between ethics and economics. As Baglieri claims, Sen’s ethics can be described as an ethicalpolitical theory that considers the individual in terms of her freedom to lead a life that she considers
of value, rather than as a mere economic agent merely focused on maximizing her economic utility.
This approach seeks to close the gap between the field of economics and the field of ethics promoted
by the neoclassical economy.10

As a distinctive normative framework to evaluating wellbeing, the capability approach has evolved
and matured significantly over time. It was firstly advanced in Sen’s Tanner lecture entitled “Equality
of What?” delivered at Stanford University in 1979.11 It has subsequently been refined over three

8

S. Deneulin, Capability approach and the praxis of development. 1st ed. Palgrave Macmillan UK,
2014
9

Y. Zheng, Different spaces for e-development: What can we learn from the capability approach?.
Information Technology for Development, 15(2), 2009, pp. 66-82
10

Baglieri M. (2019), Amartya Sen. Welfare, educazione, capacità per il pensiero
politico contemporaneo, Carocci
11

A. Sen , Equality of What?, The Tanner Lecture On Human Values Delivered at Stanford
University in May 22, 1979.
Available at: https://tannerlectures.utah.edu/_documents/a-to-z/s/sen80.pdf [Accessed 04 June
2019]
9
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decades until reaching its final maturity in Sen’s later works, “Development as Freedom” published
in 1999 and “The Idea of Justice” which followed some years later.12; 13 Some aspects of Sen’s
approach can be traced back to Aristotle, Adam Smith, and Karl Marx, among others. 14;15;16;17 From
the very outset Sen has acknowledged strong connections with Adam Smith’s analysis of necessities
and living conditions and Karl Marx’s concern for human freedom and emancipation. Sen has then
recognised that the most powerful and conceptual connections relate to Aristotle’s theory of political
distribution and his analysis of eudaimonia and human flourishing.18;19
Sen's argument is that development should be discussed in terms of people’s capabilities to function,
that is, their effective freedom to live the kind of life that they find valuable.20 What is ultimately
important is that people have the freedom (what Sen calls “capabilities”) to lead the kind of lives they
want to lead, to do what they want to do and to be the person they want to be (what Sen calls
“functionings”). Development is therefore the expansion of this freedom. Once they effectively have
this freedom, people can choose to act in line with their own ideas of the kind of life they want to
live. For example, every person should have the opportunity to be part of a community and to practice
a religion, but if someone prefers to be a hermit or an atheist, he or she should also have this option.21
12

A. Sen, The idea of Justice, Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2011

13

A. Sen, Development as freedom, 1st ed. OUP, 1999

14

K. Marx, Capital, Penguin UK, 2006

15

I. I. Rubin, Essays on Marx's Theory of Value, Montreal: Black Rose Books

16

A. Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, Bantam Classics, 2003
(first published 1776)
17

Aristotle, J. A. K. Thomson (Translator), J. Barnes (Introduction), H. Tredennick (Editor), The
Nicomachean Ethics, Penguin Classics, 2004
18

A. Sen, Il tenore di vita, Marsilio, Venezia, 1993

19

M. Nussbaum, Creating Capabilities: The Human Development Approach, Harvard University
Press, 2011
20

A. Sen, Development as freedom, 1st ed. OUP, 1999

21

I. Robeyns, The capability approach: an interdisciplinary introduction. [online]
Researchgate, 2011. Available at:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228867656_The_capability_approach_an_interdisciplinar
y_introduction [Accessed 16 May 2017]
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Sen’s distinction between achieved functionings and capabilities is therefore between the realised and
the effectively possible. Functionings refer to the objective assessment of people’s state of existence
in terms of people’s actual beings and doings, while capabilities refer to the alternative bundles of
functionings that people have reason to be and to do and are also able to choose.22

The essential characteristic of the capability approach is its focal point on what people are effectively
able to be and to do. This focus distinguishes it from other more established approaches to evaluating
wellbeing, such as resourcism or utilitarianism, which concentrate respectively on the availability of
means for a good life or subjective welfare. Sen argues that whatever their particular strengths none
of these approaches provide an account of well-being that is suitable as a general concept.23;24 This is
because they typically see development in terms of enhancement of inanimate objects of convenience
and they are both focused on the wrong particular things (whether income/commodity command for
resourcism or happiness/satisfaction for utilitarianism). According to Sen, wealth or commodities that
people have (resources) or their mental reactions (utility) only provide indirect information about how
well a life is going and exclude too many important aspects from evaluation. By contrast, a focus on
people’s capabilities in the choice of development policies makes a profound theoretical difference,
and leads to implement different social policies compared to resourcist and utilitarian approaches.

The capability approach is an advance on Rawlsian concepts of social justice and resourcist
approaches in general. It is true that, being means to many alternative ends, Rawlsian primary goods
or, more generally, resources seem to guarantee their owners a certain degree of freedom for the
construction of any particular good life.25;26 However the exclusive focus on resources dismisses
consideration about substantial heterogeneity in people’s ability to convert resources into valuable
functionings. For example, a person with large wealth cannot be considered advantaged if she suffers

22

M. Teschl and F. Comim, Adaptive Preferences and Capabilities: Some Preliminary Conceptual
Explorations. Review of Social Economy, 63(2), 2005, pp. 229-247
23

A. Sen, Commodities and Capabilities, North-Holland, 1985

24

A. Sen, Development as capability expansion. Journal of Development Planning. 19 (1), 1979, pp.
41–58
25

Maffettone, S. (2010). Rawls: an introduction. Polity, p. 1-388

26

I. Carter, Is The Capability Approach Paternalist?. Economics and Philosophy, 30(01), 2014, pp.
75-98
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from a severe disability.27 Given the diversity of human beings and the complexity of their
circumstances, resources should not be the exclusive attention of concern for a fairness-based theory
of justice. Rawls’s primary goods - and all resourcist approaches- are for Sen “feticist” because they
(wrongly) consider primarily means where they should rather consider ends. While resources are
considered as “not something we value for its own sake”,28 capabilities instead focus on the actual
ability to do.
The view of development as a process of enhancing people’s capabilities has also emerged as an
alternative normative framework to full and simple utilitarianism, which tends to limit its
informational apparatus to welfare information. Whatever their further specifications, welfarist
theories seem exclusively to rely on mental states and seem to exclude non-utility information, such
as freedom and agency, from moral judgements.29;30 The non-utility-information may refer, for
instance, to social or moral aspects, such as the principle that men and women should be paid the
same wages for the same work. For a utilitarian, this principle has no intrinsic value, and men and
women should not be paid the same wages as long as women are satisfied with lower wages.31 But it
is counter-intuitive, Sen argues, that such principles would not be taken into account in our moral
judgements.32 Mental states such as satisfaction, Sen acknowledges, are obviously important and have
a role to play in our moral judgments; however, it is not obvious that mental states are the only aspect
of life we have reason to value.

27

S. Maffettone, Sen's Idea of Justice versus Rawls' Theory of Justice. Indian Journal of Human
Development, 5(1), 2011, pp. 119-132
28

Sen, A. (2011), The idea of justice, Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
p. 253
29

A. Sen, Development as capability expansion. Journal of Development Planning. 19 (1), 1979, pp.
41–58
30

S. Maffettone, Sen's Idea of Justice versus Rawls' Theory of Justice. Indian Journal of Human
Development, 5(1), 2011, pp. 119-132
31

H. Brighouse and I. Robeyns (eds.), Measuring Justice: Primary Goods and Capabilities, 2010,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
32

A. Sen, Commodities and Capabilities, North-Holland, 1985
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Moreover, the utilitarian calculus based on mental states is not adequate as an informational space
for normative evaluations, because many deprived people might adjust their desires to actual
circumstances to make their life more bearable.33 Unfavourable social and economic circumstances
as well as lifelong habituation to adverse environment might induce people to accept current negative
situations and live through them with “cheerful endurance”. 34 Any self-evaluation in terms of
satisfaction or happiness will in this case necessarily be distorted. Since oppressed people may
cultivate adaptive preferences as the result of an adjustment process to bad circumstances, their wants
and aspirations, or their sense of well-being, cannot be relied upon to track their authentic interests.35
Sen disregards self-evaluations based on subjective well-being alone, on the grounds that they are
open to the influence of many factors such as low expectations and life-long habituation of cultural
and traditional rules.36 The concept of capability is supposed to overcome this difficulty by taking
into consideration well-being in the optics of substantive freedom.37

According to Sen, freedom should be the goal of development (what Sen calls the constitutive role of
freedom) and also the means of achieving that development (the instrumental role of freedom). Sen
thus opts for a distinction between two different aspects of freedom, that is, opportunity and process.38
This is appropriate for his conception of development in terms of removing unfreedoms – the
domination of circumstances and chance over individuals- and in terms of respecting and supporting
individual agency to decide on and pursue the life people have reason to value. Sen’s approach treats
people as autonomous agents and seems to refuse to take any position regarding the ends that are to
be promoted for a flourishing life.39 This understanding seems to limit the scope for paternalist
33

S. Maffettone, Sen's Idea of Justice versus Rawls' Theory of Justice. Indian Journal of Human
Development, 5(1), 2011, pp. 119-132
34

M. Teschl and F. Comim, Adaptive Preferences and Capabilities: Some Preliminary Conceptual
Explorations. Review of Social Economy, 63(2), 2005, pp. 229-247
35

S. Maffettone, Sen's Idea of Justice versus Rawls' Theory of Justice. Indian Journal of Human
Development, 5(1), 2011, pp. 119-132
36

A. Sen, The idea of Justice, Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2011

37

S. Maffettone, Sen's Idea of Justice versus Rawls' Theory of Justice. Indian Journal of Human
Development, 5(1), 2011, pp. 119-132
38

A. Sen, Development as freedom, 1st ed. OUP, 1999

39

S. Deneulin, Perfectionism, Paternalism and Liberalism in Sen and Nussbaum's Capability
Approach. Review of Political Economy, 14(4), 2002, pp. 497-518
13
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intervention supposedly embedded in the idea of development, and links the anti-paternalist argument
to the capability approach’s democratic view of policy and society.
Sen asserts that people’s capabilities emerge through a process of public reasoning that includes the
views of those concerned and at the same time expresses the status of equal citizenship shared by all
the members of society and their duty of mutual civility. 40;41 According to Sen, public reason is
important for people’s conceptualisation and comprehension of both their own individual needs and
social standards, so that people can have a better understanding of the role, the reach and the
significance of particular capabilities. Sen gives the impression to rely on some idea of deliberative
democratic politics while using the concept of capabilities in thinking about social justice. He insists
on the constructive value of democracy that, ideally, should allow “different voices from diverse
sections of people” to be heard.42 Democracy would also increase the information and the knowledge
that people have about a particular issue under scrutiny.43 In this perspective, public reasoning and
democratic processes can bring about social changes and reforms in society; hence their importance
to the realization of the goal of development as freedom.44;45

Sen relates the idea of development to that of freedom, stressing that such correspondence requires

A. Sen, “Capabilities, Lists, and Public Reason: Continuing the Conversation”, Feminist
Economics 10, no. 3, 2004, pp. 77-80
40

C. Audard, The Idea of “Free Public Reason”. Ratio Juris: An International Journal of
Jurisprudence and Philosophy of Law, 8(1), 1995, pp. 15-29
41

42

A. Sen, The idea of Justice, Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2011,
P.238
43

T. Brooks, The Capabilities Approach and Political Liberalism, 2014 [online] Available at:
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2198841 [Accessed 28 May 2018]
44

B. Chimni, The Sen Conception of Development and Contemporary International Law Discourse:
Some Parallels. The Law and Development Review, 1(1), 2008
45

F. Bourguignon and T. Verdier, Oligarchy, democracy, inequality and growth. Journal of
Development Economics, 62(2), 2000, pp. 285-313
14
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a much broader vision of the development concept.46 Sen questions the widespread belief that
development may merely be evaluated in relation to the quantitative increase of, for example, GDP.
Although the increase of a country’s overall GDP might sooner or later have positive effects on the
entire population in the form of new jobs, higher living standards and reduction of poverty, Sen
considers this approach absolutely misleading. Poverty cannot be properly understood just in terms
of income because it is contingent on the different characteristics of people and of the environment
in which they live.47 According to Sen, poverty should be considered as a vicious circle characterized
by the lack of fundamental capabilities. Thus development has a real impact only when it allows
individuals to register substantial improvements in their capabilities.48 The emerging view of
development promoted by Sen, as an expansion of people’s capabilities, dismantles the conventional
wisdom in human development studies that the best way for a country to develop is to increase its
rate of economic growth. Instead, Sen explains freedom as a function of development and
development as a function of freedom, always taking into account the heterogeneity of different kinds
of freedom and the diversity of human beings and their needs. In this way, the expansion of freedom
is seen both as the primary means and as the ultimate goal of development.
In the context of international development policies, Sen’s approach would replace the traditional and
paternalistic model of humanitarian aid - adopted by most national and international development
agencies49 - with a development model where the political autonomy of the target is respected. By
regarding people as autonomous agents and refusing to take any position about the ends that are to be
promoted for a flourishing life, Sen develops a new normative conception of the assistance
relationship that shifts away from paternalism towards partnership and focuses on long-term
development of self-sufficiency. 50;51 While a paternalistic model is likely to leave people dependent
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S. Maffettone, Sen's Idea of Justice versus Rawls' Theory of Justice. Indian Journal of Human
Development, 5(1), 2011, pp. 119-132
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on external factors for the continuation of the aid programs, the idea of agent-oriented development
would help people survive emergencies and get back on the path to freedom, self-reliance and dignity.
This concept of aid as empowerment of people would limit the scope for paternalist intervention
supposedly embedded in the idea of development and, at the same time, would respond to the poor’s
plight in a more effective, accountable and sustainable way. If there is a key to successful
development, it lies in the participation of local people in generating the strategies for poverty
reduction that ultimately encourage their long-lasting development and self-determination.
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I.

The capability approach: a new evaluation of standards of living
I.I Moral approaches to the study of well-being

The capability approach consists in evaluating individual well-being in terms of the individual
capabilities a person has, in order to achieve a set of personally chosen functionings. While individual
functionings represent what a person intends to be or do in her life, individual capabilities can be
defined as the effective possibilities that a person actually has to realise her own goals in life.52
Individual capabilities can also be considered as an index of the freedom a person enjoys. With this
in mind, a person’s well-being should not be considered in terms of her income or assets but in terms
of the freedom and capabilities she has.53 From an economic perspective, Sen’s approach does not
consider the individual as a “utility maximizer”. When evaluating individual well-being, Sen
considers criteria that are different from income and assets. The core idea of Sen’s approach is the
Aristotelian question “how should we live?” That is, Sen’s interest concerns the person, her human
condition and her realization through her functionings and capabilities.54

The adoption of this new logical-conceptual framework might lead to some difficulties, actually more
operational than theoretical; however not insurmountable. I am talking about empirical problems
related to the multidimensional perspective that Sen adopts. In fact, the study of individual
capabilities requires appropriate measuring tools, and Sen is aware of the need of distinguishing
between what can be quantitatively measured and what requires a qualitative approach.55 We cannot,
Sen stubbornly affirms, disregard important aspects of reality because of the inadequacy of the
quantitative tools available. Sen’s proposal is then to build new methodologies capable of addressing
the complexity of reality, of re-establishing the economic system on an ethical basis, and of
overcoming the separation between economics and philosophy strongly supported by
traditional approaches.
52

A. Sen, Il tenore di vita, Marsilio, Venezia, 1993
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M. Nussbaum, Human Functioning and Social Justice: In Defense of Aristotelian
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I.II Traditional criteria of distributive justice
From a philosophical perspective, Sen’s approach is part of the debated field of the theory of
distributive justice, developed for the first time by Plato and subsequently refined by Aristotle.56 The
concept of distributive justice concerns the criteria on the basis of which wealth should be distributed
among the various members of society. It is opposed to the concept of commutative justice which, on
the other hand, claims a distribution in equal parts.57

Subsequent elaborations of moral approaches in order to achieve a fair distribution of wealth in
society have led to the definition of two basic criteria - according to which specific theories have been
developed - that of merit and that of need. According to the criterion of merit, those who have mostly
contributed to the creation of welfare with their efforts and abilities should be rewarded more than
others; according to the criterion of need, however, wealth should be distributed to those who mostly
need it because they have less ability to create welfare.58 The criterion of merit is the core of modern
market economy. In fact, free market remunerates economic actors on the basis of their productive
contribution, ensuring efficiency in the allocation of resources in this way. Conversely, the
ideological roots of the criterion based on needs can be summarized, in their most classical
expression, in the slogan popularised by Karl Marx in his 1875 Critique of the Gotha Program: “From
each according to his ability, to each according to his needs”. The “need” is a typical concept of the
socialist tradition and of all those theories and those socio-economic movements that advocate the
creation of a new society by achieving political, social and economic equality for all.59

Currently, the modern welfare state tries to combine the two criteria in a single vision, promoting (in
a more or less interventionist way) a redistribution of well-being through political-economic
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M. Nussbaum, Human Functioning and Social Justice: In Defense of Aristotelian
Essentialism, in Douglas Tallack, ed., Critical Theory: A Reader, New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf,
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instruments. The welfare state both imposes taxes that tend to reduce the most acute economic
imbalances, and seeks to ensure a minimum welfare threshold by providing free welfare and
educational services and care facilities to those who need most. But, the defence of a certain margin
of inequality has always been considered necessary in order to ensure the maintenance of the political
system itself. 60 It emerges that redistributive policies are based on the concept of “social desirability”,
studied by the welfare economy, in order to develop alternative economic situations. In the following
pages, this dissertation will illustrate in what ways the concept of a fair distribution of wealth in
society has been addressed by various approaches of social justice.

I.III The moral approaches
The welfare economy offers analytical schemes in order to consider and judge the desirability of
particular economic policies. More generally, it is useful to compare alternative economic situations
in terms of ethical criteria that are necessarily value judgments.61 In fact, the welfare economy
considers and promotes different methods and ethical criteria that can be used to make classifications
of alternative economic systems. The purpose is to redefine the economic situation of a system
through redistributive policies. The result of these policies will depend on the moral criteria adopted.

From this perspective, the main problems that can be found are those concerning equity and the choice
of variables. 62 Equity concerns the moral judgments made by a society on the basis of the distribution
of its resources and the goals intended to achieve. The choice of variables is instead an analytical
problem: which variables can satisfactorily express individual and social well-being? It can be noted
that the two problems are not disjointed, and the choice of variables is always contingent on the
meaning given to the concept of equity.63 At this stage, it is convenient to briefly illustrate the main
moral approaches of the twentieth century, highlighting the variables considered as determinants in
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R. Forst, Justice, Morality, and Power in the Global Context, in Real World Justice: Ground
Principles, Human Rights, and Social Institutions, ed. Andrea Follesdal and Thomas Pogge (2005),
Dordrecht: Springer
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K.J. Arrow, Social Choice and Individual Values, New York,Wiley; 1951; trad. it. Scelte
sociali e valori individuali, Etas, Milano, 2003
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each of these approaches. In this way, the innovative aspects of Sen’s approach can be better
understood. As Sen suggests, utilitarianism provides a convenient starting point for the analysis of
the various approaches.

I.IV Utilitarianism and the utilitarian theory
The theoretical construction of utilitarianism has two basic components: consequentialism and
welfarism. From a consequentialist perspective, the choice of variables is judged on the basis of the
goodness of the results obtained. Welfarism instead implies that judgments of individual and social
well-being are closely linked to the notion of utility, without considering whether individual rights
and duties have been satisfied or violated.64 With this in mind, the goodness and desirability of
particular situations is solely judged on the basis of the total sum of the individual utilities; this sum
still needs to be maximized regardless of the inequalities that may exist in the distribution. Overall,
in the classic utilitarian formula, each action is judged in terms of the overall sum of utilities it
generates.

Thus, the utilitarian theory in the context of welfare studies is presented as a consequentialist
approach, in the sense that judgments of the goodness and desirability of re-distributive policies are
expressed according to a perspective merely based on the gains and losses of utility for the community
as

a

whole,

regardless

of

how

utility

levels

are

distributed

among

individuals.65 This is a moral approach based on outcomes (outcome morality). Welfarism is instead
expressed in the practice of considering utility as a faithful indicator of the well-being enjoyed by an
individual. To conclude, utilitarianism considers the well-being of a society as the sum of individual
utilities.

A similar theoretical system has very serious gaps. First of all, it is hard to make interpersonal
comparisons without considering the distributive inequalities within the community. While the
individual welfare seems at first to be considered, actually in the analytic phase the total sum of
welfare is taken into account, regardless whether or not each individual is satisfied with the results
obtained.66 Another serious problem of the utilitarian approach is that it seems to ignore those values
64
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that are non-intrinsically utilitarian, such as rights and freedom. The latter have a relevance in the
analysis only indirectly, that is, only when they affect utility. 67 Finally, utility measurement is
practically impossible. Indeed, as utilitarians maintain, utility is associated with the concept of
happiness, and this concept is based on many psychological aspects that make it difficult to measure
happiness according to scientific criteria.68 Also, the individual perception of utility is conditioned by
too many aspects (social situations and circumstances, degree of individual adaptation, personal
history of individuals, etc.) that a utilitarian analysis omits a priori, and that would make the analytic
work too complex.69 The impossibility of making interpersonal comparisons and the lack of
consideration of the rights and freedoms enjoyed by individuals induce Sen to seek an alternative
framework to utilitarianism. Thus, Sen considers ethical theories of rights based on respect for moral
duties, which however are not free of criticism.

I.V The deontological theories of rights
The basic characteristics of utilitarianism form the critical basis on which the various ethical theories
of rights are based on. When taking in consideration only the results of certain individual and public
actions, utilitarianism seems to forget that there are moral aspects that cannot be ignored: individual
rights. Individual rights cannot be substituted with an increase of someone’s utility. This is what the
theories of Nozick, Rawls and Dworkin have in common. The theories in question are different from
utilitarianism because their priority is not that of maximizing overall profit, or utility, but that of
respecting certain principles of justice. Thus, these theories are more concerned with the respect of
moral and political values, such as equality, rights, fairness and freedom, than with the evaluation of
certain outcomes.70 That is, the defense of human rights should be advocated on the basis of their
intrinsic moral value. These theories of rights have different starting points and try to answer the

sociali e valori individuali, Etas, Milano, 2003
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question “Equality of what?” Sen himself, as we will see later, seeks to answer this question. As Sen
suggests, in order to answer the question, we must always take into account the respect for individual
principles

and

rights,

and

we

should

not

be

merely

focused

on

outcomes. This dissertation will first analyze Nozick’s approach, since it represents a critical target
for Sen.

I.VI Nozick's theory of rights
In the first stages of the elaboration of his libertarian theory, Nozick’s attitude especially focused on
inviolability of rights. Inviolability is considered the most stringent constraint when speaking about
the respect of the individual. Like Rawls, Nozick’s starting points are classical liberalism and a
critique of utilitarianism; Nozick’s later arguments however differ from the Rawlsian approach.71
Nozick supports a radically individualistic view of life, which encourages a drastic reduction of state
intervention in the private affairs of citizens (“Minimum State”). According to Nozick, such an
attitude would be the only consistent way to take seriously the Kantian principle which defines people
as ends in themselves and not means for other purposes. Therefore, individual rights should represent
constraints on actions, not purposes to achieve. In Nozick’s view, rights should not be considered as
goals to maximize, because this would justify violations of the individual sphere in view of a higher
goal to achieve.
Nozick’s anti-utilitarian individualism assumes the existence of an inviolable right to the ownership
of the fruits of one’s work. Based on a “neo-lockean” argument, private property obtained through
one’s own work falls within the sphere of an intangible individual right; justice does not involves a
redistribution of assets if these have been legitimately obtained.72 The resulting theory of justice is
procedural in nature: all acquisitions are legitimate if, and only if, they are the result of non-aggressive
actions. The state should intervene as little as possible in the life of individuals. It is thus clear that
Nozick contrasts any attempt of re-distributing well-being through political-economic instruments,
because individuals cannot sacrifice their personal rights for the good of society.
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When speaking about poverty and famine, Sen however demonstrates that many great famines have
not been caused by insufficient food. They have instead been caused by a certain distribution of rights,
including property, considered legitimate by a juridical perspective, which was not enough to satisfy
people’s hunger.

73;74

Nozick’s libertarianism appears too limited: the absolute priority given to

individual rights and freedoms might lead to losing sight of people’s economic needs. For this reason,
Sen considers Dworkin’s approach more moderate. Dworkin, in fact, has elaborated an ethical form
of liberalism, deriving values and rights from a notion of freedom closely related to that of equality.

I.VII Dworkin and the equality of resources
Dworkin’s theory is based on two basic ideas, that of human dignity (of Kantian derivation) and that
of political equality. It follows that Dworkin’s liberalism is built around two main considerations:
the equality of individuals and the idea of legal institutions and policies as bodies aimed at
guaranteeing the right to “equal concern and respect” for every person”.75 It emerges that Dworkin
analyses equality in terms of resources and opportunities rather than generic welfare. Resources refer
to what is required in order to satisfy individual needs. According to Dworkin, physical and psychics
faculties are actually resources, as they are needed, together with material resources, to improve a
person’s life. As Amartya Sen notes, this idea is extremely interesting, because it acknowledges both
the need of equality of resources and that of equality of capabilities.76 In Dworkin’s perspective, the
concept of equality of resources requires a perfectly functioning competitive market, and the
existence of a system capable of compensating for the differences in people’s production capacity. In
this way, the concept of equality of resources can be considered as a morally convincing criterion.77
The “insurance system”, in the Dworkinian archetype of a just society, is of fundamental importance
because it must compensate for the impossibility of distributing non-transferable resources, such as
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physical and mental faculties. In order to be able to compensate physical and intellectual handicaps,
a criterion of judgment of normal faculties is required,78 but Dworkin seems to ignore the need of
developing such a criterion. This criterion is however necessary to define what personal faculties are
socially considered as normal, so as to identify the extent of the handicap and then implement
compensation measures. Some basis for comparison between what is considered as normal and what
is considered as a handicap are undoubtedly necessary in order to make a compensation. Neither the
philosopher John Rawls - whose arguments have greatly influenced the liberal-democratic thinking
of the twentieth century - addresses the problem of developing a criterion for compensating
handicaps.

I.VIII The theory of primary goods
The American philosopher Rawls has attempted to overcome the philosophical doctrine of
utilitarianism, that is, the idea according to which a just society must pursue the greatest possible
well-being for the greatest number of people.79 For the philosopher, the utilitarian position tends to
sacrifice the interests of the minorities. His approach in normative economics is based around two
principles of justice. First, “each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive basic liberty
compatible with a similar liberty for others”. Mainly concerned with distribution of rights and
liberties, the basic liberties of citizens are the political liberty to vote and run for office, freedom of
speech and assembly, liberty of conscience, freedom of personal property and freedom from arbitrary
arrest. Not even the wellbeing of the society as a whole can prevail over these basic liberties.80 The
enjoyment of such liberties is an absolute right that does not allow exceptions or compromises. But
there is actually an exception: injustice is tolerable if it is needed to avoid an even greater one. Rawls’
second principle, known as the principle of differences, states that social and economic inequalities
can be accepted only if they are to be of the greatest benefit to the least-advantaged members of
society. As Rawls maintains, being born rich or poor, intelligent or with some handicaps is not a
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merit, but only a matter of arbitrary luck.81 Rawls therefore believes that fair distributive justice must
take into account the undeserved inequalities and should create the conditions for the least advantaged
to improve their life.82

The principle of differences cannot be defined as welfarist: Rawls does not analyse well-being in
terms of utility, but in relation to an index of goods defined as primary goods, that is, things that every
rational individual is supposed to want.83 The condition of equality is therefore satisfied when primary
goods are equally distributed. However, Sen has some doubts regarding the feasibility of defining an
index of primary goods. For Sen, Rawls fails to consider the intrinsic differences among individuals,
who may pursue the same goal in different ways, or even different goals.84;85 Sen’s criticism is based
on the conceptual and analytical value of primary social goods. That is, Rawls evaluates the tools for
freedom instead of freedom itself.

I.IX Sen’s critique
Sen believes that rejecting utilitarianism is of fundamental importance; but deontological theories
exclusively focused on respect for rights might be too limited as well. The deontological theories of
rights reject the utilitarian approach which does not really consider people as autonomous agents in
their own private sphere. Sen however reflects upon a major weakness of the deontological theories:
Nozick’s theory, for instance, only seems to consider whether legitimate rights are respected or
violated. All rights are assumed to be equally binding towards third parties that are morally called to
respect it. This means that all rights are equally stringent and have the same moral weight. It follows
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that, in a deontological framework, the violation of private property in order to save a person’s life
might even be hardly justifiable.

To illustrate this weakness, Sen makes an example: a person (A) wants to attack another (B); a third
person (C) knows that he can prevent this aggression only if she illegally enters the home of the
aggressor before the attack. According to Nozick’s theory of rights, the third person is not authorized
to violate the aggressor’s private property, since legally obtained private property is a right to be
respected in any case.

This example, however, also illustrates the problems of utilitarianism. If the benefit obtained by A
when attacking A is greater than the “disutility” obtained by B when attacked by A, it should be
concluded that A is legitimate to attack B and that C would have no role in the situation. In the case
of utilitarianism the problem is that the satisfaction of preferences, desires and happiness seeks to
compensate the negative effects of actions that should not be committed.
Both theories – the utilitiarian and the deontological one – have a major weakness. In the utilitarian
theory, the respect for a person’s physical safety tends to depend on the satisfaction, happiness and
personal desires of third parties; whereas, in the deontological theory, the respect for a person’s
physical safety seems to depend on the respect of the right to private property. While utilitarianism is
likely to disregard that there are other moral values in addition to utility, deontological theories fails
to consider the differences of moral values in different areas of life. According to Sen, any theory that
has only a single moral value to respect or maximize fails to consider the variety of ethical problems
and needs, such as equality, freedom, efficiency, rights, activities and well-being. With this in mind,
Sen tries to combine the need of maximizing social welfare with the need of achieving an equal
distribution of primary goods, without reaching the extreme results proposed by the utilitarian
approach, on the one hand, and by the deontological approach, on the other hand.
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II. The capability approach: conceptual foundations

II.I An attempt to define the capability approach
The capability approach, formulated by Amartya Sen in the 80s and then revisited several times, is
particularly suitable for analyzing and measuring people’s quality of life and the sustainability of
development processes. It could be defined as a regulatory approach for the evaluation of individual
well-being and social structures in order to identify adequate social policies. As proposed by Amartya
Sen, the capability approach offers a new perspective of analysis by investigating the individuals and
their (dis)abilities. At this point, it is useful to consider and analyse the notion of “good”, in order to
understand how the capability approach is innovative with respect to the previous literature.

Any good has a different relevance depending on the approach we use to analyse it. The nature of
goods in the consumer economy has been designed in relation to the characteristics that these goods
present, which would be decisive in the choices of the individuals. Sen proposes to consider the
“goods” from another perspective, starting from four fundamental aspects86:



the asset as an object of use (e.g. the grain);



the characteristics of the asset (e.g. nutritional values);



the function relating to the asset (e.g. living without caloric deficiencies);



the utility derived from the asset (e.g. the psychological reaction arising from the functioning).

Utilitarianism takes into account only the last of this four assets. The theorists of acquired personal
rights, such as Nozick, would not be interested in any assets, considering merely the procedure
according to which the goods are owned by people. Rawls’ approach of the distribution of goods
seems to consider only the first asset, even though Rawls, in the context of the principle of differences,
pays attention to the various assets in this fourfold classification. In general, many theories of wellbeing have considered individual property as an expression of personal advantage. Sen points out that
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any welfare-based studies on assets and theirs characteristics tends to neglect an important aspect: the
mere possession of an asset fails to explain how the individual can take advantage of the asset itself.87

Here we find a clear reference to Marx. In his critique of political economy explained in Il Capitale,
Marx calls “commodity fetishism” the process that leads to believe that goods have value in
themselves (forgetting that they are fruit of the human labor), forgetting that economic relations are
relationships between men and not between “things”. Specifically, commodity fetishism is the
perception of the social relationships involved in production not as relationships among people, but
as economic relationships among the money and commodities exchanged in market trade. As such,
commodity fetishism transforms the subjective, abstract aspects of economic value into objective,
real things that people believe have intrinsic value.88 Sen, inspired by the well-known expression of
Marx, defines “fetishist” every intellectual effort that seeks to express a person's advantage in terms
of the assets she owns, rather than in terms of her personal abilities in relation to these assets. In order
to overcome this “fetishism”, Amartya Sen proposes a logical reversal of the analysis: it is not the
possession of a good that expresses personal advantage, but the personal possession of some skills in
relation to the use of this good.89

II.II The core concepts: capabilities and functionings
The capabilities approach consists in assessing a person’s well-being in terms of the individual skills
she owns, in order to achieve a set of personally chosen “functionings”. At this point, it is useful to
explain the categories of analysis of Amartya Sen: capabilities and functionings, two closely related
concepts, so as to turn out to be two variations of the same concept. Functionings represent what a
person intends to do or to be in her life; capabilities reflect the real possibilities that each individual
has to carry out her own functionings. A functioning is an achievement, while a capability is the
ability to achieve. Thus, while functionings constitute the different aspects of individuals’ living
conditions, capabilities are notions of positive freedom. They in fact express people’s real
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opportunities.90 In other words, capabilities are what a person is able to do or to be, while functionings
are those capabilities that are realized. Thus, functionings are “beings” and “doings”. Examples of
the former (the “beings”) are being housed in a pleasantly warm but not excessively hot house, being
part of a supportive social network or being part of a criminal network, being well-nourished or being
undernourished, being educated or being illiterate, and also being depressed. Examples of the
“doings” are caring for a child, working, voting in an election and taking part in a public debate or in
social events, taking drugs, killing or eating animals, donating money to charity, travelling.... With
reference to the functionin of travelling, for example, the corrisponding capability is represented by
the real opportunity to travel. The distinction between functionings and capabilities is between the
realized and the effectively possible, in other words, between achievements, on the one hand, and
freedoms or opportunities, on the other hand.91

Ingrid Robeyns has tried to better define the distinction between the two categories. According to
Robeyns, the difference between functionings and capabilities is the same as that between being and
freedom of being.92 Functionings are what an individual manages to be by using a good or a service.
In this perspective, a good or a service is composed of certain characteristics, which turn into
functionings when used by an individual. The central aspect is the transition toward conversion,
which may depend on personal physiology (pregnancy, metabolic factors or diseases), age, sex, social
conventions, and in general individual characteristics and situations. So the conversion factors vary
from physiological to psychic characteristics and social security contributions. The capability
approach allows us to take into consideration a large number of social aspects, since capabilities and
functionings do not only depend on economic aspects, but also on personal aspects (age, sex, places,
physical and psychic characteristics, handicap, etc.) and cultural aspects (discrimination, social
stratification, etc.). Capabilities represent the possibility of choosing between different sets of
functionings, given individual characteristics and availability of goods. From an economic
perspective, capabilities refer to the possibility of choosing to convert goods into functionings. They
thus reflect a person's freedom to choose.93 Capabilities are closely related to functionings because
90
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there cannot be freedom of choice if there are no individual conditions to be obtained through these
choices. While functionings represent what a person can obtain, intended as acquisition,
achievements, success or even just purchase, capabilities refer both to the generic possibilities of
doing and choosing, both to the skills acquired by an individual through the use and the consumption
of a certain good. Life is a combination of ways of being and individual well-being derives from the
individual freedom to be able to realize these ways of being.

II.III The dimensions of agency and well-being
As Crocker suggests, “functioning” and “capability” are terms that Sen frequently employs,
especially in his more technical writing, to connote well-being achievement and well-being freedom,
respectively. In Crocker’s detailed analysis of the normative “foundation” of Sen’s social ethic, there
is the distinction between agency and well-being, on the one hand, achievement and freedom, on the
other.

According to Crocker, Sen pictures agency and well-being as two distinguishable but linked aspects
of human life, which claim for respect (aid, protection) on the part of institutions and individuals.
Indeed, the two variables (agency and well-being) might be connected because individual agency can
influence individual well-being. The pursuit of individual well-being could be one of the person’s
most important aims. If someone decides that their own personal welfare or advantage is their
exclusive life goal, then they should exercise their agency exclusively in the service of their wellbeing. But individual agency might also be directed towards different aims, regardless the correlation
between these aims and individual well-being.

94

Most people have commitments to others and to

goals beyond their own well-being. If my agency is the only source of my life’s going well or ill, then
my well- or ill-being owes nothing to outside causes or internal compulsions. Thus the two variables
(agency and well-being) might also be independent.

Both agency and well-being have two dimensions, namely, actual achievements in the world and the
freedom for those achievements. 95 These four dimensions are summarized as the following:
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Agency
Achievement
Freedom

Agency Achievement
Agency Freedom

Well-being
Well-being Achievements
(Functionings)
Well-being Freedoms
(Capabilities)

As Sen maintains, a person’s “agency achievement refers to the realization of goals and values she
has reasons to pursue”96, regardless of whether their goals are altruistic or self-regarding. A person
as agent is “someone who acts and brings about change, and whose achievements can be judged in
terms of their own values and objectives, whether or not we assess them in terms of some external
criteria as well”.97 If one is acted on by outside persons or other forces or happens to act on a whim
or impulse but for no reason, one is not an agent (in charge of themself) but a “patient” - a passive
object - acted on by external or internal forces over which one has no control.
Humans not only exhibit more or less agency, but they are often able or free to do so. One’s agency
freedom is one’s freedom to bring about the achievements one values and attempts to produce. A
violation of agency freedom would occur if an agent is not free to choose or to achieve what they
choose due to external coercion or internal compulsion. Moreover, they even might get what they
want and thereby realize a capability, but if they “are being forced to do exactly what they would
have chosen to do anyway” they lack of agency freedom.98 “The process aspect of freedom” – as Sen
calls it - has to do with “the fairness or equity of the processes involved, or about the freedom of
citizens to invoke and utilize procedures that are equitable”. 99 As Crocker notes, it should not be
thought, however, that Sen’s emphasis on agency entails that an agent’s freedom must mean that the
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agent him- or herself always exercises or controls the “levers” of change.100 For Sen, my agency
freedom is enhanced when something I value occurs even when I had nothing to do with its
occurrence but would have chosen it had I had the chance. If someone else eliminates the famine that
besets me, not only is my well-being improved, but my agency freedom is enhanced, since had I been
able, I would have chosen to end the famine and contributed to its end.

In addition to the norm of agency - both agency achievement and agency freedom - Sen proposes the
norm of human well-being. Sen conceives well-being not just as happiness or preference satisfaction,
although such may be involved, but as a plurality of subjective and objective states of being and a
variety of doings, that is, “functionings”. Like agency, well-being has a freedom dimension as well
as an achievement dimension. For Sen, “the well-being achievement of a person can be seen as an
evaluation of the ‘wellness’ of someone’s state of being (rather than, say, the goodness of their
contribution to the country, or their success in achieving their overall goals)”.101 For example, the
functionings relevant to Sen’s analysis [of poverty] vary from such elementary physical ones as being
well-nourished, being adequately clothed and sheltered, avoiding preventable morbidity, etc., to more
complex social achievements such as taking part of the community life, being able to appear in public
without shame, and so on. These are rather “general” functionings, but the specific form that their
fulfillments may take would tend to vary from society to society. 102

Sen does not consider individual well-being as a static and materialistic condition but as a process in
which the goods and the resources that can be acquired represent a tool to achieve well-being.103 My
life goes well not only when I am adequately nourished and have other functionings that I have reason
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to value, but also when I am free to continue to be so or I am free to be so again. Sen’s approach
focuses on the individual’s capability to be or to do, rather than on personal functionings already
realized, in order to analyse individual well-being. For Sen, what is important is the feeling of wellbeing that comes from feeling capable to choose, rather than the utility deriving from the realization
of a choice.104 Therefore, the well-being of an individual would depend, in addition to the
combination of a set of functonings already carried out, from the freedom to create one’s own way of
being. The valuable capabilities or freedoms are not part of my current well-being achievement but
are possible achievements. Because I am on a hunger strike to protest a military invasion, I may be
very deficient with respect to numerous functionings that I value, but —unlike the starving person—
I have the capability, given my income and opportunities, or freedom to escape from hunger and the
other deprivations. Well-being freedoms – such as elementary capabilities like being able to avoid
such deprivations as starvation, undernourishment, escapable morbidity and premature mortality, as
well as the freedoms that are associated with being literate and numerate, enjoying political
participation and uncensored speech - are included in the freedoms that enrich human life and
constitute the primary end of development. In this constitutive perspective, development involves
expansion of these and other basic freedoms.105

II.IV Capability approach, consequentialism and human rights
Well-being plays a special role in social ethics, especially in the analysis of social inequality and the
evaluation of public policies. In fact, problems of social injustice and class inequality are closely
connected to great differences in well-being.106 A social structure - or a specific public policy – is
preferred when it allows individuals (all individuals) to have greater ability to achieve valuable
functionings. Sen puts a strong emphasis on the proactive actions of public institutions. Public
institutions have the essential role of contributing to establish the best conditions for individuals to
develop their abilities, thus benefiting the whole society. As Baglieri says, the educated individual
will be able to participate in political processes in a responsible way, enjoying the guarantees of
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freedom of speech and association.107 Sen's ethics defines criteria in order to identify the most suitable
social structures or public policies and establish what must be done to resolve problems such
inequality, poverty and famine. This approach to public ethics (also called capability ethics), might
be regarded as a consequentialist theory with a focus on individual functionings and capabilities (i.e.
what individuals manage to do or be).

Consequentialism is primarily non-prescriptive - meaning the moral worth of an action is determined
by its potential consequences, not by whether it follows a set of rules. Consequentialism appears to
be in contrast with deontological ethics (or deontology), which claims that morality of an action
should be based on whether that action itself is right or wrong under a series of rules. Sen believes
that one of the reasons for the rejection of consequentialism in normative ethics relates to the issue of
human rights. It might erroneously appear that human rights are fully promoted only within a
deontological ethics, as “constraints” to which people must simply obey. According to Sen, this is a
bias related to the non-distinction between consequentialism and utilitarianism.108

Sen accepts the consequentialist aspect of utilitarianism but not the welfarist one. Utilitarianism is a
family of ethical theories that promotes actions in order to maximize happiness and well-being for
the affected individuals, namely welfarism. Although different varieties of utilitarianism admit
different characterizations, the basic idea behind all of them is to maximize utility, which is often
defined in terms of well-being, pleasure, happiness, satisfaction of desires or related concepts.
According to this vision, the importance of moral relevance seems to be questionable.109 Such vision
can hardly coexist with a moral or political theory based on rights and, therefore, welfarism is the
most controversial aspect of utilitarianism. However utilitarianism might be seen as a mix of two
theories - not only welfarism but also consequentialism. Like all forms of consequentialism,
utilitarism is based on the premise that actions, policies, and/or rules should be evaluated on the basis
of their consequences. Consequentialism can clearly coexist with a rights-based moral theory.
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Sen indeed outlines a normative approach where consequential reasoning, fundamental rights and
freedom coexist. According to Sen, the notion of consequences must be intended in a broad sense, in
order to include the respect for certain rights. These rights would then be considered goals - or part
of the goals - of the action. Thus there would be a consequential system which might be seen as a
“goal-rights system”. A mixed normative theory is outlined as it includes deontological aspects within
a consequentialist system.110 The capability approach makes it possible because the notion on
individuals’ capabilities itself is based on the perspective of freedom.

II.V Capabilities as abilities and opportunities
Individual capabilities reflect the individual freedom to choose among different kinds of life.
Considering the well-known essay of the British philosopher Isaiah Berlin, there is a distinction
between two conceptions of freedom:
1) “Freedom from” focuses on lack of constraints and external impediments (negative or formal
freedom);
2) “Freedom of” focuses on what a person can choose to do or to achieve (positive or substantial
freedom).

According to Baglieri, Sen's freedom might seem to be close to positive freedom, as understood by
Kant and analysed by Berlin in his Two Concepts of Liberty.

111

Indeed - in the capability approach

- capabilities refer to the real opportunities someone has regarding the life they can lead. In details,
Sen seems to distinguish between two conceptions of positive freedom. In the first case, positive
freedom is intended as ownership of resources. Explicitly, an individual is free when she/he has the
necessary resources to achieve what is considered worthy to be achieved. But the mere ownership of
resources or primary goods seems to be too limited and cannot be considered the most relevant
element when discussing about distributive justice. This is the main criticism to Rawls. In the second
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case, an individual is free to achieve something when she/he has the ability to do it. This conception
of positive freedom is preferred, because it includes the first case. Being able to do something implies
having the necessary resources to realize it. But we cannot assume that the mere ownership of
resources implies having the ability to realize something. There is a great difference between
individuals regarding their needs and their physical and cultural features. For example, an individual
with a large body size may need more food to reach the same nutritional level than another individual
with a smaller body size.112

However, within the notion of capability, Sen includes both capability as ability (narrow sense)
and capability as opportunity (broad sense).113 Capability refers to opportunities or possible
functionings - related to both external enabling conditions and internal powers or other personal
traits abilities. I may have the physical and intellectual ability to cast a ballot but be unable to vote
because I live in a repressive dictatorship that holds no elections. I may live in a country with fair
and free elections but be incapable of voting because I am an infant or have Alzheimer’s Disease.
To have the (actual and not potential) capability to be healthy is to have both access to health care
and the internal ability to make use of it.114 The notion of capability connects therefore the two
visions - positive and negative - of freedom. The capability approach does not need to privilege
only one aspect of freedom, inevitably having to neglect the other.

Rather than clearly distinguishing between positive and negative freedoms - this is what Berlin,
Oppenheim and Bobbio do - Sen claims for a connection between positive and negative freedom. As
previously stated, the negative conception of freedom refers to freedom in its “narrow” sense,
focusing only on the absence of impediments. Positive freedom is a “broad” or general concept,
identifying freedom with the person’s possibility to act. There is a close correlation between the two
conceptions of freedom because positive freedom necessarily implies negative freedom. It is true that
a violation of positive freedom does not imply that of negative freedom. A person’s lack of ability
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does not reduce her sphere of non-interference. If I am not able to walk freely in the park because I
am invalid, I would lack positive freedom, but there is no violation of my negative freedom. However,
a violation of negative freedom necessarily implies a violation of positive freedom. If I am a phisically
healthy person and I cannot walk in the park because criminals would attack me, there is a violation
of both freedoms, negative and positive.115

The capability approach is able to include the notion of negative freedom and individual rights, since
rights are understood as rights to certain capabilities. For example, the right to have an adequate
nutrition reflects the right to the capability of maintaining a physical and mental well-being that
benefits from an adequate nutrition. In this perspective, all rights concern positive freedom, without
any distinction between rights related to positive freedoms and rights related to negative freedoms.
To conclude, the notion of capabilities corresponds to that of freedom. Since both well-being freedom
and agency freedom are normatively important, Sen is right to refer to his overall perspective as a
freedom centered approach.
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III.

Sen and his critics

III.I The communitarian critique
The capability approach and its emphasis on individual effective freedom has been criticized as
excessively individualistic. There are several components to this family of criticisms. Some
communitarians see Sen’s account as lacking interest in, and even sometimes overtly hostile to,
communal values and ways of life because of an excessive focus on individuals. According to a
communitarian perspective, Sen’s approach considers states of affairs and social arrangements in
terms of how good or bad they are for an individual’s well-being and freedom.116 Sen’s account is
said to have a poor grasp, for example, of the centrality and complexity of personal growth and
development. Sen’s approach seems to advocate individual capabilities going back to particular
liberal conceptions of human rights and freedom, and might be insufficiently critical of the quotidian
realities of human interdependence and the social constraints on people’s choices as determined by
the logic of power.117;118 Renouard notes that the capability approach favors a “somewhat atomistic
anthropology” that does not pay due attention to the social structures according to which individuals
frame their value judgments.119 Although Sen does not deny the social dimension of human beings,
he seems to have scarcely explored the social structures that are constitutive of the frameworks of
meaning by which various capabilities are valued.120;121
Let us explore the claims of communitarians in detail. Social structures, or “structures of living
together” (as the French philosopher Paul Ricoeur calls them) give existence and value to freedom
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because they capture the interconnection between individual actions or choices and irreducibly social
goods. These goods are “irreducibly social” because they cannot be reduced to properties of
individuals, such as a shared language, set of moral norms, or political structure. They are endorsed
by individuals but cannot be reduced to individual acts or choices.122 For example, political freedom
is a good which has an existence well beyond individual actions and choices: its locus is society itself.
Beyond the exercise of political freedom, it is the existence of certain structures of living together
which explain the capability to influence the decisions that affect the life of the community. Hence
sufficient attention needs to be paid to social structures in the building and expansion of human
capabilities, whose evaluative space should be extended to the individual and the collectivity.123;124
Explicitly, the assessment of individual well-being needs to consider the role of social structures,
which are constitutive of functionings and capabilities that help individuals to flourish.

Communitarians advise that the kind of development Sen aspires for cannot be fully reached as long
as his approach remains within a individualistic-liberal framework.125;126 In order to extend the
informational basis of the capability approach, there is a need to foreground relational inequalities
linked to social structures, and the extent to which collective action may be required to significantly
improve well-being and human development, with groups not just individuals being the basis for
transformative social action. For those already sufficiently privileged to enjoy a full range of
capabilities, collective action may seem superfluous to capability, but for the less privileged, the
attaining of development as freedom requires collective action. A way to establish a counterweight
to social structures of power and inequality is – according to communitarians - through promotion of
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a vibrant associational life that provides an arena for the less privileged, for formulating their values
and preferences as well as the instruments for pursuing them, even in the face of powerful opposition.
As Comiling and Sanchez argue, it is unrealistic to expect the less advantaged to develop when their
common experiences of deprivation are not duly recognized and their collective action with the
intention to re-build their own lives is not encouraged.127 Let us think, for example, about collective
action carried out by labour and other social groups, such as those of ethnic minorities, disabled
people, or Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) to sustain a collective cultural integrity
and resources in the face of a hostile society. The role of old and new social movements in bringing
about collective transformation results in an extended capability set and therefore a higher level of
well-being. Actually, individuals’ commitments to social groups bring empowerment and enhance
agency, allowing people to achieve functionings in groups not possible when acting as unorganized
collections of individuals.128 In practice, my ability to develop my own distinctive preferences and
values and to develop shared strategies for pursuing them, often hangs on the possibility of my acting
together with others who have reason to value similar things. Individual preferences are interpreted
in the light of cultural values and since these are always components of an intersubjectively shared
tradition, the revision of preferences interpreting values cannot be a matter over which the individual
monologically disposes. It emerges that organized collectivities - unions, political parties, village
councils, women’s groups, etc.- are fundamental to people’s ability to choose and pursue what they
value based on shared economic positions and life circumstances. As Sen’s own formulations about
the importance of public reasoning and open discussion imply, people’s capability of choosing and
pursuing the life they have reason to value may be, in essence, a collective rather than an individual
capability.129 Indeed, without the possibilities for collective action, political freedom expressed
through democratic processes too easily becomes a hollow farce.
According to communitarians, well-being requires the promotion of people’s capabilities both in their
individual and community capacity. It cannot be assessed only in terms of whether the freedoms of
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the individual members of a social group have been enhanced, but has also to be assessed in terms of
whether the collective freedoms of that social group to promote individual freedoms have been
enhanced.130 For instance, the capability of eradicating child mortality is crucial for the exercise of
individual freedom and, according to Sen’s capability approach, individual freedom is remarkably
central in overcoming human deprivations.131 As a process of continuous expansion of capabilities to
function, well-being should be re-conceived in a more inclusive perspective that emphasizes
community participation and community empowerment.132 Since Sen chooses not to explore the
above implications, further opportunities for explaining capability development have gone
unexploited. Sen’s capability approach provides an invaluable analytical and philosophical
foundation for those interested in pursuing development as freedom but, if its entire potential is to be
realized, it needs to acknowledge the valuable intrinsic and instrumental role that collectivities can
play in promoting and generating human capabilities.

Another issue emphasized by communitarians is that related to the problem of adaptive preferences.
Communitarians consider the implications that “adaptive preferences” have for the capability
approach and development studies generally speaking. The problem of adaption is that our own
preferences and values are not shaped and developed in a vacuum, but within the context of our
communities in which we have lived and grown in.133 Communities influence preferences and values
which subsequently occupy a large space in the specific histories of our individual lives. For instance,
families, schools, ethnic groups, the media, political leaders, social networks, all influence the extent
to which individuals choose to pursue valuable capabilities for themselves and for others.134 Hence
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what is chosen – whether defined in terms of utility or functionings – depends not only on the
individual but additionally on the nature of these communities and the influences they exercise. 135;136
Since people’s capabilities can be vulnerable to adaptation, Sen’s approach may ironically turn out to
be just as susceptible as utility to the problem of adaptive preferences.

Communitarians also take as an example the choice for paid (labour market) or unpaid (care and
household) work by gender, with men that generally do much more paid work and women who
definitely tend to do more care and household work. Although both kinds of work can generate a
number of different functionings, Robeyns argues that the labour market seems to enable more (and
more important) functionings than care work, such as increased self-esteem (psychological
functionings), having a social network (social functionings), and being financially independent and
securing financial needs for one’s old age or in the event of divorce (material functionings).137 A
narrow interpretation of the capability approach may find this gender division of labour as ethically
unproblematic, in the sense that it might be a result of men’s and women’s free choices, reflecting
their preferences.138 However, this way of explaining and evaluating such a division does not open
up a space for discussions on gender-related constraints on choices. That is, gender-related societal
mechanisms and expectations convert certain choices from individual choices under perfect
information into collective decisions under socially constructed constraints with imperfect
information and asymmetrical risks.139
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As communitarians argue, the capability approach does not adequately explore the ways in which the
concentration of economic power over the means of producing and diffusing culture might
compromise the ability of people to choose the kinds of lives they have reason to value. 140;141 Sen
lays great emphasis on public discussion in shaping social values, but he does not pursue the question
of how distribution of economic power over cultural processes in the global political economy might
undermine the processes he advocates.142 Even highly rational citizenry, fully capable of assessing
what it has reason to value, still depends on access to information in order to form preferences that
are essential to the expansion of capabilities.143 Contemporary communication technology
concentrates and extends the power to disseminate such information, and promote preferences
different from those that would arise from individuals autonomously deciding what they want to be
and undertaking the activities that they want to engage in. Indeed, modern market economy promotes
homogeneous tastes and needs across the widest possible range of countries, and this obviously
enhances the returns of global producers. From the perspective of the citizens of the poor countries
of the South (Sen’s principal concern), this process is particularly disenfranchising. 144 While global
producers succeed in diffusing what are essentially rich country consumption standards throughout
the globe, Southern citizens are unlikely to see their preferences – as would emerge out of their own
experiences and resources – be reflected in global messages indicating what goods, services, and
practices are valuable. As Evans explains, centralization of power over the cultural flows that shape
preferences is a more subtle form of “unfreedom” than the grinding poverty and ugly oppression on
which Sen rightly concentrates. 145 Yet, it does have real consequences for people’s lives, and is likely
to increase rather than decrease with the passing of time. Communitarian maintains that Sen refrains
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from exploring the ways in which those with greater economic and cultural clout might subvert
people’s ability to choose the kinds of lives they want to live. With his genuine affection for the
positive effects of markets and generous quotations of Adam Smith, Sen treats the market as an
undersocialized domain. As the key agent of capability development and social changes, the
individual is objectively distanced from the economic relations within which her values and
preferences must be constituted.146 This line of critique takes issue with Sen’s “thin” agency based
picture of persons as too abstract and rationalistic.147 The epistemological absences that mark Sen’s
approach prevent him from exploring the structural constraints of the world market, crucial to
devising and articulating a corresponding strategy towards the goal of development as freedom.148
Communitarians wonder how his approach can offer a relevant framework for evaluating whether
people have really been given the opportunities to exercise the capabilities they have reason to
value.149

Not only do social structures and power inequalities influence the reasoning processes people
engage with, when choosing their capabilities, but they can also constrain people’s capability to
participate in the political life of their community. According to communitarians, Sen’s deliberative
democracy may seem excessively abstract and descriptively inadequate, in the sense of being naive
about the Hobbesian nature of real world politics. Even in “democracies”, politics appears to be
mainly about power relationships as well as conflicting interests, and not about idealised concepts
such as public reasoning. In fact, the reasons advanced through democratic processes are likely to
privilege the interests of the powerful - who possess more cultural, economic and political resources
– and may validate structures of oppression and exclusion embedded in social and cultural
practices.150 As Dean asserts, societies are composed of many groups, with competing interests. The
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interests of the privileged groups may be advanced in the name of defending the common interests,
while the interests of subordinate groups are ignored.151 Privileged groups can be the political Elite,
the dominant race or ethnic group in societies organised along racial lines, or the dominant gender in
most societies.152 For example, the political Elite may control, at the same time, the growth process
of the economy, the evolution of the distribution of income and that of the structure of political
power.153 This reifies existing inequalities and affirm the agenda of elites and other powerful actors
working to the detriment of subaltern classes. More generally, a multiple domination of certain power
holders can wield societal influence in order to gain most of the profit in a system that is conducive
to domination.154 Thus, democratic processes – such as participative poverty assessments and
citizens’ juries or focus groups - may ignore the critical role of political, economic and social power
in shaping public discourse and the framing of solutions to social problems according to their
interests.155 Hence the tyranny of participation, as it is possible that participatory methodologies may
do nothing more than reflect prevailing hegemonic assumptions and elide the relative powerlessness
of the most oppressed.156

In particular, Navarro argues that power relations and systemic inequalities are under-theorized by
Sen. According to Navarro, Sen does not seriously address the extent and implications of social
fractures (class, race, gender) and is reluctant to focus on the sources of power in a society and how
that power is reproduced. 157 For example, he seems to dismiss collective agents, such as social
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classes, as an irrelevant category of power, thus precluding debate about the nature of class
oppression, inequalities and injustices.158 The absence of an analysis of the power relations that cause
and reproduce underdevelopment is problematic. As Navarro argues, Sen’s notion of political
freedom - although promising in theory - contains the danger that public reasoning and democratic
processes might be flawed by existing power inequalities leading to exploitation or domination.159
Since there are no necessary positive links between the exercise of political freedom and the
enhancement of other freedoms, a pure freedom-proceduralism is not sufficient to assess and guide
development praxis towards the removal of unfreedoms.160 As a consequence, the choice of
capabilities for social justice and development purposes cannot be left to ordinary democratic political
processes that overlook social structures. There is, therefore, a need to integrate an ontology that does
account for human interdependence and the constraints and opportunities of social structures on
individuals within the capability approach.

III.II Sen’s reply to the Communitarian critique
Let us explores how Sen defends his approach against the Communitarian critique. The capability
approach has often been criticized for its alleged ethical and methodological individualism. Just to
recall it, ethical individualism is a normative approach according to which social systems should be
based on individual preferences. Methodological individualism instead implies that individual
choices are independent from the economic-social context in which they are carried out. Although
the capability approach might be somehow related to ethical individualism, it is completely detached
from methodological individualism. Sen indeed recognizes the influence of society on the formation
of personal values and individual decisions, being aware that individuals might belong to different
groups within their society (different sex, social class, language group, religion, nationality, race,
etc.). As Sen maintains, “between the claims of oneself and the claims of all lie the claims of a variety
of groups-for example, families, friends, local communities, peer groups, and economic and social
classes […] The concepts of family responsibility, business ethics, class consciousness, and so on,
158
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relate to these intermediate areas of concern”.161 In particular, with regard to “irreducibly social
goods” like culture, Sen argues that they not only enter into the analysis instrumentally (such as in
the requirements for appearing in public without shame) but also as part of the lives people have
reason to value. Nevertheless Sen is clear in his view that the value of social goods is only derivative
upon the reflective choices of those concerned. So if people on reflection don’t value such social
goods as the traditional religious institutions of their society or continuing to speak a minority
language then that should trump the “right” of those institutions to continue.162
With regard to “adaptive preferences”, Sen’s Capability Approach is concerned with people’s ability
to live a life they have reason to value. Sen is particularly concerned with grasping the dimensions of
human well-being and advantage missing from standard approaches. This relates to his concern with
tracing the causal pathways of specific deprivations, with how exactly different people are able or
unable to convert resources into valuable functionings. Although this remains somewhat abstractly
presented in the formal structure of the Capability Approach, Sen’s analysis of, for example, adaptive
preferences and intra-household distribution do go at least some way to a situated and sociological
analysis.
With regard to “collective actions”, Sen maintains that in many cases negative freedom cannot be
achieved without the active intervention of someone who defends it and without concrete conditions
of its realization. In particular, Sen claims that an unrestrained media is especially important to the
functioning of democratic societies for a variey of reasons. Indeed a well-functioning free press 1)
enables the free expression of ideas, which is intrinsically valuable; 2) spreads information and
subjects it to critical scrutiny; 3) protects the weak by subjecting the strong to the gaze of the public
eye; 4) facilitates the formation of common values by the public; and 5) contributes to the pursuit of
justice.163 In summary, a free press contributes to human security by giving a voice to the vulnerable
and disadvantaged and by subjecting the government to criticism.
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III.III Sen’s idea of democracy
Sen’s liberalism might be identified as individualist liberalism. Sen is strongly critical of
communitarians such as Charles Taylor and Kymlicka who argue that group rights should have
priority over individual rights.164 Sen understands communitarianism as a philosophical conception
that challenges the theoretical framework of democratic individualism.165 In his view, social progress
mainly derives by the commitment of governments to promote individual well-being and capabilities,
in a dialogue that can connect, rather than divide, the world’s cultural traditions. This reflects Sen’s
polyphonic - but not multiculturalist, at least in a strong sense - idea of the concept of culture and
identity. 166 According to Sen, the idea that people can be classified only on the basis of their religion
or culture is a dangerous source of potential conflict. This contrasts with the fact that all individuals
are at the same time equal and different. People’s identities are connected not only to their religion
or culture, but also to their social class, gender, profession, language, political affiliations, eating
habits, sports interests, musical tastes…Sen’s vision might be useful to start a dialogue between
different cultural traditions. The capability approach is proposed as a contemporary political doctrine
that respects and promotes human rights and cross-cultural dialogue.

According to Sen, the political ideals of Western civilizations might also be found in other cultures
and traditions.167 Sen defends the idea that democracy is a universal value and argues that democracy
can flourish outside the West. Sen distinguishes between the “institutional structure of the
contemporary practice of democracy,” which is “largely the product of European and American
164
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experience over the last few centuries” and the political ideals that underlie it.168 By the former, Sen
seems to have in mind the institutions of electoral conflict (competitive elections, secret ballots,
political parties, etc.). But these institutions, Sen argues, are simply the latest effort to institutionalize
certain fundamental ideals, ideals of “political participation, dialogue and public interaction”.169
These ideals, Sen suggests, are well-nigh universal in their appeal. However Sen warns that we should
not assume that a satisfactory level of democracy has been achieved merely because a certain type of
institutional structure is up and running (i.e. there are secret elections, votes are properly counted,
etc.). This is what many comparativists, such as Sam Huntington, have assumed. Democracy is not
merely the presence of elections and ballots, but also government by discussion, which includes
political participation, dialogue and public interaction. Sen argues that an overly-institutional focus
on democracy has caused particular trouble at a global level. Although Sen might agree with John
Rawls and Thomas Nagel that democratic global institutions would be problematic (or cannot
exist…), this does not mean that there is no way to realize democratic ideals such as public discussion
at an international level. There, already exist some practices of global deliberation, and they are
worthy of support and encouragement. Globalized public deliberation is only conceivable if the ideal
of public dialogue has universal appeal.170 Sen believes that this ideal does have deep roots all around
the world, including in areas that have little experience with popular elections. For example, India
was inspired by ancient Greece to experience formal democratic institutions (at least at a local level)
long before the barbarian tribes of Northern Europe. Societies have undeniably assigned value to
public reason – the ideal underlying democratic institutions – for a very long time, and virtually
everywhere.
Sen asserts that people’s capabilities emerge through a process of public reasoning that includes the
views of those concerned and at the same time expresses the status of equal citizenship shared by all
members of society.171 According to Sen, public reason is important for people’s conceptualisation
168
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and comprehension of both their own individual needs and social standards, so that people can have
a better understanding of the role, the reach and the significance of particular capabilities. Sen gives
the impression to rely on some idea of deliberative democratic politics while using the concept of
capabilities in thinking about social justice. He insists on the constructive value of democracy that
should ideally allow different voices from diverse sections of people to be heard.172 In this
perspective, public reasoning and democratic processes can bring about social changes and reforms
within a society; hence their importance to the realization of the goal of development as freedom. 173

Since public reasoning and democratic processes are necessary for selecting capabilities and weighing
them against each other in every context, Sen himself has been reluctant to provide a fixed list of
capabilities to go with his general capability approach. Sen acknowledges that judgments about what
people come to understand and value are necessarily contingent and relative. It would be a mistake
to have a fixed list of capabilities, usable for any purpose and unaffected by the understanding of
the social role and importance of different capabilities and functionings. 174;175 To insist on a single
list of capabilities, which would be absolutely complete (nothing could be added to it) and totally
fixed (it could fail to respond to the formation of social values), would be incompatible with Sen’s
concern to the centrality of participatory decision-making in influencing the self-determination of life
choices.176 It would go against the productive role of reasoning and discussion and it would also deny
the possibility of progress in social understanding. Even when there are some traditional values which
are either discovered to be unjust or are instrumentally incompatible with achieving other capabilities
considered more valuable – Sen continues - it is neither for theorists, nor for local elites (political or
religious) or even cultural experts (domestic or foreign) to give any definitive answer. Sen argued
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forcefully that the legitimacy and epistemic relevance of capability lists require open participation of
formally free and equal citizens in the life of the community. 177 The decision whether to reject or
retain access to the traditional values would be rather dependent on an exercise of “critical valuation”
for the people concerned to decide together through a democratic process of public deliberation.178;179
Such a valuation should be understood as determining what counts as development in this case.
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IV.

Different versions of the capability approach

IV.I Nussbaum's version of the capability approach
The capability approach is a theoretical framework that entails two core normative claims: first, the
claim that the freedom to achieve well-being is of primary moral importance, and second, that
freedom to achieve well-being is to be understood in terms of people's capabilities, that is, their real
opportunities to do and be what they have reason to value. The capability approach has been
developed in a variety of more specific normative theories, such as (partial) theories of social justice
or accounts of development ethics. Inspired by the Aristotelian ethics, Martha Nussbaum proposed
one of the most famous interpretations of Sen’s approach. According to Nussbaum, a virtuous life is
made of three components:180


internal capacities that are developed by education;



external conditions (social status and economic availability);



the basic skills of which a person is naturally endowed.

Nussbaum suggests a list of capabilities and functionings that might be universally accepted and
might help individuals to live a good life.181;182 Her list of capabilities refers to ten dimensions:

1. life;
2. physical health;
3. integrity and personal security;
4. sensations, imagination and thought;
5. emotions;
6. practical reasons;
7. association;
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8. bio-diversity;
9. entertainment;
10. possibility to control the environment.183
“Life” is the possibility to avoid premature death. “Physical health” refers to the possibility of being
able to stay healthy and bring children into the world, to have the opportunity to be well fed and to
live in a sheltered place. “Integrity and personal safety” means to be able to move freely from one
place to another; to be able to self-manage a private living space; to have the opportunity to benefit
from sexual satisfactions; and to have the possibility of living safe from aggression, including sexual
harassment, abuse on minors and domestic violence. “Sensations, imagination and thought” refers to
the possibility of being able to use one's senses, to imagine, to think and to reason; to have the
opportunity to be well informed, and to enjoy a good education in literature, mathematics and science.
It also includes being able to use imagination, making reflections and relating them to individual
experiences. This must be done in an autonomous way that guarantees freedom of expression with
full respect for one's own political, artistic and religious mentality. “Emotions” refers to the ability to
love those who love us and those who take care of us, to suffer from their absence; in general, to love,
to suffer, to experience desire, gratitude and to justify anger. This implies supporting forms of
association that can be crucial for the development of the human being. “Practical reasons” is to be
able to put into practice a conception of the good and engage in critical reflection on life planning.
“Association” is being able to live with others, to recognize and give attention to other human beings
in order to undertake various forms of social interactions; to be able to imagine other people's situation
and having a sense of justice and friendship. It implies supporting the institutions that constitute and
nurture these forms of association and also protect the freedoms of assembly and political discussion.
Association also means having the social bases of personal respect, non-humiliation and dignity. It is
supposed to be a protection against discrimination based on race, sex, sexual orientation, religion, etc.
“Bio-diversity” refers to the possibility of being able to live in a respectful way taking into
consideration the flora, fauna and the environment in general. “Leisure” means being able to laugh,
to play, to play hobbies and to appreciate the recreational activities. “Possibility to control the
environment” refers to certain fundamental aspects such as being able to actively participate in social
life by making political choices; to have guaranteed freedoms of expression and association; to be
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M. Nussbaum, Women and human development: the capabilities approach, Cambridge :
University Press, 2000
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capable of having a property (land and other real estate); to enjoy the same rights and to seek
employment.184

Nussbaum uses the notion of capability in a very broad sense- including protection against sexual
assault, racial or religious discrimination, and defense of free speech, association, political
participation, and property rights. Nussbaum uses the expression “combined capabilities”, which are
internal capabilities combined with favorable external circumstances. She makes the example of a
woman who is not mutilated, but who has been a widow from her childhood and who has been
forbidden to remarry. This woman has the internal capability - but not the combined capability - of
sexual expression.185 Having guaranteed internal capabilities, it is at least equally necessary to
guarantee the external and institutional circumstances that allow individuals to be actually capable of
functioning. According to Nussbaum, rights should be considered as combined capabilities. The
rights of political participation or free religious practice might be conceived as capabilities to function
when favorable external conditions are guaranteed.

Nussbaum claims for the achievement of a minimum threshold of some fundamental individual
capabilities - while Sen focuses on equality of capabilities. Her proposal is anchored in a naturalistic,
Aristotelian and antirelativistic metaethics, which brings to the formulation of a defined list of
fundamental capabilities. This list originates from the Aristotelian idea that an individual has to
perform “human functions” in order to be worthy of living in the polis.186 Nussbaum neglects the idea
that the only appropriate criteria concerning the good life are those independently decided by each
particular local community. It is useful to take the example of women’s public and family life in
India. Nussbaum does not intend to deny that it is important for an Indian woman to be able to choose
to remain faithful to the values of female modesty, chastity and obedience to the Hindu tradition. Yet
it is always necessary to verify whether there are the conditions for a reasonable and autonomous
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M. Nussbaum, Human Functioning and Social Justice: In Defense of Aristotelian Essentialism, in
Douglas Tallack, ed., Critical Theory: A Reader, New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1995, pp. 449472
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Magni S. F.(2003), Capacità, libertà e diritti: Amartya Sen e Martha Nussbaum, Filosofia politica,
3, pp. 497-506
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Martha Nussbaum, Creating Capabilities: The Human Development Approach, Harvard
University Press, 2011
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choice. Nussbaum claims that many Indian women have focused their attention on the suffering
caused by a tradition that reduce them to a particular condition of isolation and vulnerability.
It is necessary – Nussbaum maintains - to fix criteria capable of verifying whether certain social and
cultural practices might cause suffering and pain. Her universal theory of well-being is applicable to
all issues of social justice - poverty, inequalities, women's emancipation, etc. - and all over the world,
without any geographical discrimination.187 This does not imply, according to Nussbaum, that her list
is not sensitive to cultural heterogeneity and human diversity. Her list is formulated with a high level
of abstraction and can be applied in different countries and in different communities.188 Nussbaum
aims to develop a partial theory of justice, by arguing for the political principles that should underlie
each constitution. Thus, Nussbaum enters the capability approach from a perspective of moral-legal
political philosophy, with the specific aim of arguing for political principles that a government should
guarantee to all its citizens through its constitution.189

IV.II Comparing Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum
Nussbaum argues that Sen's approach does not say what the ultimate goals are and fails to give an
ethical sense to human life. In Sen’s proposal many issues remain unsolved. On which basis can we
choose capabilities and functionings? It is clear that we cannot choose them according to the criterion
of capabilities and functionings. This would raise the issue of circular reasoning. Profoundly different
ethical theories could adopt the same approach and yet clearly diverge on which capabilities and
functionings to consider relevant. For example, a Nazi could adopt this approach, but select
capabilities and functionings that we would consider immoral. Sen’s theory might appear vague. This
is exactly what a normative theory, which claims to set guiding criteria for public policies, should
avoid.

Sen's refusal of the Aristotelian ethics is not rooted in the practical acceptability of the list drawn up
by Nussbaum, but it is a refusal of the principle of hierarchical teleology, in the name of the
M. Nussbaum, On Hearing Women’s Voices: A Reply to Susan Okin, Philosophy and Public
Affairs 32 (2), 2004, pp. 193-205
187
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M. Nussbaum, Women and human development : the capabilities approach, Cambridge :
University Press; 2000
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N. Menon, Universalism without Foundations?, Economy and Society 31 (1), 2002
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universality of the ways of being free. Sen’s approach, understood as a methodological structure,
seems to be extremely versatile. This characteristic derives from a precise determination of the field
of analysis, the individuals and their abilities, without considering any specific capability more
important

than

another.190

For

the

intrinsic

nature

of

non-specification

approach, there may not be a defined list of capabilities. The definition of a precise set of capabilities
would reduce the democratic nature of the approach itself. Moreover, an exact list and weights would
be too difficult to define. It would require specifying the context of use of capabilities, which could
vary because every situation requires its own context-dependent list. Also, Sen argues that part of the
richness of the capabilities approach is its focus on the need for open evaluation within the social
judgments making process . He strongly emphasizes the domain of reasoning in the public sphere.
Sen argues that the task of weighing various capabilities should be left to the ethical and political
considerations of each society based on public reasoning. So Sen's and Nussbaum's conceptions of
capabilities are very different form each other. Nussbaum's list is, according to Sabina Alkire’s
definition, “a list of things to do (or to be) with a highly prescriptive character and with a strong
universalistic claim”, strongly emphasizing the political role of governments in ensuring the
realization of this normative list.

191

Sen's capabilities approach, on the other hand, has some less

specific regulatory claims; it is worth repeating that Sen's is a theoretical structure and not a theory.
Sen’s capability approach is a “broad normative framework”, that is, a paradigm in which it is possible
to conceptualize a phenomenon.192 This means that it is not a theory that can be used to explain a
phenomenon, but it is only a framework with a certain conceptual foundation, which can be useful in
providing a whole set of tools for its “evaluation and assessment”. 193 Sen's and Nussbaum's
understanding of the “evaluative space” diverges. Their ideas of “opportunity” differ as well, although
pluralism is one of the arguments both bring forward in favor of capability as opposed to other

S. Deneulin, Perfectionism, Paternalism and Liberalism in Sen and Nussbaum’s Capability
Approach. Review of Political Economy, 14(4), 2002, pp. 497-518
190

S. Alkire, Valuing Freedoms: Sen’s Capability Approach and Poverty Reduction”, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 2002; p. 54
191
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I. Robeyns, The Capability Approach: A Theoretical Survey. Journal of Human Development, 6,
2005, pp. 93-114. Available at: https://doi.org/10.1080/146498805200034266 [Accessed 14 April
2018]
I. Robeyns, Sen’s Capability Approach and Gender Inequality: selecting relevant capabilities,
Feminist Economics 9 (2), 2003, pp. 61-92
193
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evaluative variables.194 By acknowledging the difference between Sen's and Nussbaum's conceptions
of capability, it is possible to shed a new light on the debates on freedom, plurality and human rights.

IV.III Robeyns’ version of The Capability Approach
Another scholar, Ingrid Robeyns, was driven by the need to identify a methodology or some criteria
for selecting a set of useful capabilities. Robeyns identifies five criteria:195

1. The criterion of explicit formulation
This is the most basic criterion. According to it, the list must be drafted in the most explicit way. It
must be discussed and well defended.
2. The criterion of methodological justification
When drawing up a list of capabilities, it must be clarified how it is prepared. In other words, the
methodology should be made explicit as well as the way according to which a specific set of
capabilities has been chosen.
3. The criterion of sensitivity to the context
This criterion presumes a pragmatic attitude in the formulation of a set of capabilities. For example,
if the analysis takes place in a philosophical context, there will be a high level of abstraction and
consequently the list will have to be very theoretical. On the ther hand, if the analysis has a social,
economic or political nature, we will move into contexts with a lower degree of abstraction.
4. The criterion of the different levels of generality
In the case of an empirical application, the list should be written at least in two stages. Each stage
will generate a list with a certain level of abstraction, from a theoric to a pragmatic approach.
5. The criterion of completeness and non-traceability
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M. Nussbaum and A. Sen, The quality of life. Oxford England New York: Clarendon Press Oxford
University Press, 1993
I. Robeyns, Sen’s Capability Approach and Gender Inequality: selecting relevant capabilities,
Feminist Economics 9 (2), 2003, pp. 61-92
195
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The capabilities in the list must include all aspects that are considered important for research. For
example, personal functionings cannot be neglected if they are relevant for measuring the well-being
of an individual. Moreover, every capability must refer to a single dimension of well-being, thus
avoiding any conceptual ambiguity.

In compliance with these five criteria, Robeyns has developed the following list, useful to analyse
inequality in Western societies.196 With a high degree of abstraction, the list is the following:

•

life and physical well-being: it refers to the possibility of being able to enjoy physical health
and enjoy life;

•

mental well-being, that is, having the ability to enjoy mental health;

•

integrity and physical security, that is, freedom to not be exposed to physical violence of any
kind;

•

social relationships, explicitely, being able to take part in social relations and to give and
receive social support;

•

political accessibility, that is, having freedom of political participation and the possibility to
influence political decisions;

•

education and knowledge, that is, freedom of education and freedom to increase knowledge;

•

social reproduction and social care, that is, being able to take care of someone;

•

paid work and other activities, that is, having the possibility to enter the labour market and to
be able to carry out activities such as art, music, theater, etc .;

•

shelter and environment, that is, having the possibility to live in a healthy environment;

•

mobility, that is, having freedom of movement;

•

leisure activities, that is, having the freedom to engage in leisure activities, hobbies and sport;

•

autonomy, that is, freedom to organize one's time;

•

respect, that is, being able to live with dignity and to enjoy respect from others;

•

religion and spirituality, that is, having the possibility to enjoy freedom of confession and lead
a life according to one's spiritual principles.197
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I. Robeyns, Equality and Justice, in S. Deneulin (ed), An Introduction to the Human Development
and Capability Approach, London: Earthscan, 2009
I. Robeyns, Sen’s Capability Approach and Gender Inequality: selecting relevant capabilities,
Feminist Economics 9 (2), 2003, pp. 61-92
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IV.IV Comparing Ingrid Robeyns with Martha Nussbaum and Amartya Sen
It is extremely interesting to compare Robeyns's capability list with Nussbaum’s list, because these
represent two distinct ways of understanding the approach of capabilities. Martha Nussbaum's list
differs from Ingrid Robeyns's list in its basic assumptions. Nussbaum’s list of capabilities is therefore
prescriptive, while Robeyns’s list is merely descriptive. Nussbaum proposes an universal list of 10
categories: (1) life; (2) bodily health; (3) bodily integrity; (4) senses, imagination and thought; (5)
emotions; (6) practical reason; (7) affiliation; (8) other species; (9) play; and (10) control over one’s
environment. Her well-defined but general list of “central human capabilities” should be incorporated
in all constitutions. As such, her work on the capability approach is universalistic, as she argues all
governments should endorse these capabilities. With her capability list, Nussbaum intends to assign
to each government the task of guaranteeing a minimum level of capabilities to citizens.198 This faith
in the role of government sharply contrasts with several theories that regard governments as part of
the social problems related to inequality. Nussbaum has indeed been criticized for her belief in a
benevolent government, especially from authors who are more situated in the traditions of
poststructuralism, post-colonialism, post-modernism and critical theory.199;200 While Nussbaum
explains her work on capabilities as providing citizens with a justification and arguments for
constitutional principles that citizens have a right to demand from their government, Robeyns only
aims to answer the question “if and to what extent inequality exists”. Robeyns does not make any
implications regarding government policies. This attitude is clearly closer to Sen's approach. Indeed
they discuss inequality in capabilities without focusing on how these inequalities can be rectified, or
without assuming that all redistribution, rectification or social change have to be done by the
government. Their capability approach need not be so focused on claims on the government, due to
its wider scope.
Ingrid Robeyns’ view describes the capability approach in the following terms: “The capability
approach is a broad normative framework for the evaluation and assessment of individual well-being
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A. Sen, Il tenore di vita, Marsilio, Venezia; 1998, p. 109

S. M. Okin, Poverty, Well-Being, and Gender: What Counts, Who’s Heard?, Philosophy and
Public Affairs 31 (3), 2003, pp. 280-316
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N. Menon, Universalism without Foundations?, Economy and Society 31 (1), 2002, p. 152
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and social arrangements”.201 She describes the capability approach as a “broad normative
framework”, that is, a paradigm in which it is possible to conceptualize a phenomenon. This means
that it is not a theory that can be used to explain a phenomenon, but it is only a framework with a
certain conceptual foundation, which can be useful in providing a whole set of tools for its “evaluation
and assessment”.

202

On the other hand, Nussbaum aims to develop a partial theory of justice, by

arguing for the the political principles that should underlie each constitution. Thus, Nussbaum enters
the capability approach from a moral-legal political philosophy perspective, with the purpose of
arguing for the political principles that a government should guarantee to all its citizens through its
constitution.203 So Nussbaum, Sen and Robeyns have different goals with their work on capabilities.
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V. Application of the Capability Approach to the study of social phenomena:
inequality and poverty
V.I The need to focus on human diversity
As Sen states, it is very important to distinguish between income inequality and income distribution.
Ensuring a greater share of income to a needy person can be considered a violation of the principle
of equal income, but not of the principle of economic equality.204 The latter, in fact, must take into
account the different needs connected to individual situations, in order to aspire to an equality of
results achievable through economic means. In this context it is necessary to consider the
heterogeneity of individuals and their respective conditions, so as to go beyond the economic
approach.

Sen highlights the following sources of difference that influence and determine the process of
converting resources into lives that people can actually lead.205 These are: personal heterogeneity,
environmental diversity, variations in the social climate, differences in relational perspectives and
distribution within the family. Personal heterogeneity concerns physical features related to age, sex,
disability or illness. Environmental diversities refer to variations in environmental conditions, due to
climatic phenomena (rainfall, drought, floods, temperatures, etc.) that can influence the conversion
capacity of incomes. Variations in the social climate refer to social structural differences - for
example, the availability of publicly funded health care, education, fight against crime, etc. - and to
the nature of community relationships that play an important role in capacity building and individual
functionings. Sen, for example, places particular emphasis on the interrelationship between disability
and opportunities. He cites familiar data about the interrelationship between disability and poverty,
and notes that much disability is preventable (e.g. disabilities that result from preventable infectious
diseases such as polio or measles) and that this is a particularly important matter for social justice.206
Finally, differences in “relational perspectives” refer to differences in social norms that may affect
the need for resource expenditure to achieve desired goals; for example, in some societies, clothes
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A. Sen, Equality of What? Stanford University: Tanner Lectures on Human Values, 1979
(Available from the Tanner Lectures website)
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A. Sen, Development as freedom, 1st ed. OUP, 1999
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required to enjoy social respect may be far more expensive than in others. The differences in the
relational perspectives are substantially related to the variations between different societies. This calls
into question the conventions and customs of the society to which the individual belongs. 207

The capability approach is presented as a multidimensional approach, in the sense that it focuses on
the plurality of personal factors and on the diversity of social, environmental, economic, institutional,
and cultural contexts. This becomes a central element in explaining the existence of different rates of
conversion of resources into well-being. People who are hypothetically identical in terms of their
physical characteristics and potentialities can indeed achieve different levels of well-being depending
on the family environment in which they grew up, the institutional context in which they live, the
opportunities that the economic system reserves them or the cultural norms or social rules they have.
Therefore, for Sen, human diversity is the basis according to which the analysis of society should be
carried out.

V.II The inadequacy of traditional approaches
According to Sen, all approaches to the ethics of social phenomena have tried to achieve equality of
“something”, such as income, well-being, utilities, rights and freedoms. All these approaches are
somehow essentially egalitarian.208 Considering two of the most well-known approaches,
utilitarianism and the theory of primary goods, Sen concludes that both theories fail to consider
capabilities. The utilitarian formula claims for the maximization of the sum of the total utilities
enjoyed by individuals.209 The utilitarian analisys can be employed in the study of the inequality
phenomenon. In some contexts, in fact, we could be interested in the relative positions of the various
individuals in terms of income, for example, in order to highlight the effects that an inequality of
income can have in cases of criminality or social hardship.210 Although such a distribution gives us
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little information on inequality relating to well-being as such, it does not follow that this space must
be completely disregarded. However, the limitation of utilitarian, or more generally economic,
theories remains that of having neglected the component of human diversity in the study of individual
and social well-being.211
We shall now recall the theory of Rawls, who proposed to focus on the means for acquisitions.212
Instead of the subjective utility or preferences, Rawls proposes a new approach through which to
tackle problems of redistribution and justice: the so-called “primary social goods”. These kinds of
goods have a general character, so they are necessary regardless of the life plans and specific
preferences of each individual. In particular, these are basic goods such as fundamental freedoms,
power, income, and the social bases of self-respect.213 Primary goods constitute “keys of access” to
other goods. Income, for example, allows an individual to buy the things that she needs; the right to
vote allows her to choose her own representatives, etc..214;215 Therefore, equality based on this
principle does not imply ensuring that all citizens’ preferences are met, but ensuring that basic needs
are appropriately distributed. In this regard, Rawls proposes the application of the difference
principle, according to which social and economic differences must be combined in order to offer the
greatest benefit to those who are the most disadvantaged. According to Sen, the Rawlsian theory
moves in the right direction: evaluating the inequality in this space means taking into account the
multidimensionality of the phenomenon. Rawlsian concepts of social justice seeks to combine
meritocratic notions of equal opportunity and positive rights to primary goods with negative
principles of liberty.216 Rawlsian primary goods or, more generally, resources give us a more
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objective metric than utility and, being means to many alternative ends, they seem to guarantee their
owners a certain degree of freedom for the construction of any particular good life. When the relevant
metric of distributive justice or inequality assessment is Rawlsian primary goods, there is indeed a
strong commitment to neutrality about what constitutes the good life - i.e. what resources may be
used for.217;218
Sen has often recognized his debt to the philosopher John Rawls, but he also criticises Rawls’s failure
to take account, more directly, of those factors that really affect the quality of a person’s life, that is,
the valuable functionings that resources help us to achieve. Sen claims that even the choice of the
primary goods variable is not completely valid because it remains insensitive to the differences that
play a major role in the transformation of primary social goods into freedom of choice and realization
of people’s life plans.219 Having or enjoying the same primary goods does not exactly mean enjoying
the same substantive freedoms, due to personal variations in the capability to convert resources and
goods.220 While resources are a necessary means to achieve certain functionings, the exclusive focus
on resources dismisses considerations about substantial heterogeneity in people’s ability to convert
resources into valuable functionings.221 Sen highlights that functionings are converted at different
rates in different people, given interpersonal differences in terms of internal and environmental
factors, including an individual’s characteristics, the society she may belong to, as well as the
environment she happens to be in.222 In other words, two people with the same conception of the good
life and the same bundle of resources might well have quite different real opportunities to achieve
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that life.223 For example, if physically disabled people need wheelchairs in order to move around
adequately, they convert resources into the functioning “moving around adequately” less efficiently
than do normally able people. As long as there is heterogeneity in individuals’ actual abilities to
convert resources into functionings, Rawls’s neutrality cannot be presumed to enhance fairness in the
sense of giving everyone an equal opportunity to live a life according to their conception of the good.
Resources should not be the exclusive focus of a fairness-based theory of justice, even if, like Rawls’s
primary goods, they are deliberately chosen for their general usefulness to lead a good life.224 Sen’s
criticism of John Rawls’s influential account of the fair distribution of primary goods stands in for a
criticism of resourcist approaches in general. As Sen argues, we should focus on the relationship
between resources and people, rather than “fetishizing” resources as the only means for the
achievement of the goal of living a flourishing life.225 Sen therefore appears to be more eligible than
Rawls to accommodate the diversity of human beings and the complexity of their circumstances.
In any case, Sen’s perspective has some resemblances to Rawls’s. When endorsing a democratic
approach to questions of social justice in general and of which capabilities matter in particular, Sen
makes many references to John Rawls’s idea of “public reasoning”.226 Both Sen’s and Rawls’s
approaches undeniably stress the importance of going from the space of utility to the space of people’s
freedoms to choose their own conception of the good life through a democratic process of public
reason. Therefore, both approaches seem to situate themselves within a liberal individualistic
framework. Such a framework claims for a liberal and pluralist notion of the state (i.e. noncommitment to a conception of the good in the name of universalism). This framework conceives the
person as a rational bearer of rights and freedoms (and capabilities, in Sen’s case), and also views
regulated capitalism as a system in which opportunities are generated and human agency thrives. 227
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Specifically, Robeyns suggests that Sen’s approach is a form of liberal egalitarianism, for it is
concerned with equality, and (in)equality is to be assessed in the space of the substantive freedom of
the individual to do or to be that which she values.228

Sen lays the foundations for an alternative proposal, starting from the assumption that a person's
position within a social structure can be judged from two different perspectives: actual functionings
and freedoms to function in a certain way (that is, capabilities). The former concerns what an
individual manages to do or to be, the latter considers the concrete opportunities she has to put into
practice what she wants to do or to be. The two perspectives are not always connected: a person can
have inequality of functionings and inequality of freedoms, without the two necessarily coinciding.
The adequate distribution of goods does not always lead to a situation of social equality, because the
use that can be made of these goods varies from individual to individual. Therefore, it could be said
that an adequate distribution of goods would be valued only when it can be transformed into effective
functionings enjoyd by individuals.

V.III Equality of what?
Relevant functionings can be related to relatively simple needs, such as being well-fed or in good
health, or more complex needs, like being happy or having a good self-esteem. The basic thesis is
that functionings are constitutive of a person’s being. Capability is a set of vectors of functionings,
and reflects a person’s freedom to choose. Unlike the theory of primary goods, functionings directly
reveal what is actually enjoyed by individuals at different levels (that of health, of longevity...). This
means that the focus is not on goods or resources, but on what individuals manage to do or to be
through these goods.229 Furthermore, if compared to utilitarianism variables, functionings have a
greater objectivity: they reveal what is actually enjoyed by individuals while utility might depend on
subjective mental conditions.230
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For this reason, Sen’s approach allows us to make inter-personal comparisons using Sen’s framework.
The two categories, that of equality and that of freedom, are not on the same logical plane. It is not
possible to consider equality as an alternative to freedom, and viceversa. Freedom is one of the
possible fields of application of equality, and equality is one of the possible ways to distribute
freedom. Thus, on the one hand, there are needs for equal rights to freedom, and on the other hand,
there are a number of other instances of equality in relation to the same number of aspects concerning
individual lives.

Sen tries to find ways to think afresh the issue of inequality in order to build a new definition of
equality. Starting from the question “Equality of what?”, he rethinks the issue of inequality within a
defined space because the defense of equality, whether of income or opportunity, is always against
the expense of another space. Opposing to Rawls’ conception of equality, Sen argues that equality
must focus on the difficulties faced by individuals to achieve primary goods. These difficulties are
both external and personal.231 As previously stated, external characteristics might be represented by
geographic location and social classes; while personal criteria refer to gender, age, or individual
mental and physical abilities. It is this dual characterization of human diversity that determines the
capacity of individuals to realize their life plans. It is clear that an individual with a congenital
disability who enjoys the same income than another, will have less opportunities to act on his desires
because of his handicap. By showing the limit of the traditional criterion used to determine the level
of equality, Sen tries to “reformulate” the notions of Rawlsian “primary goods” (i.e. resources) and
that of utility (i.e. outcomes). Sen’s tries to find a tool that can be used to overcome the limitations of
traditional equality assessments, which only measure resources and outcomes. He reviews the
different areas of equality such as income or welfare using the concept of “capability”. According to
Sen, the distribution of fundamental capabilities is the best and most extensive area in which to assess
inequality

232

. It is a morally relevant dimension that goes beyond utility and primary goods. This

concept has renewed the approach of inequality, including that of poverty, both in rich countries and
in developing countries. Within this approach, freedoms are extended in order to allow everyone to
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determine her sovereign life project. The capability approach - focused on ensuring equality and
developing human potential - can thus offer new insights into the vision of equality.

V.IV Analysis of inequality: class, family and the role of women
Analysis of inequality are very often focused on groups of people, and not on the single individual.
Addressing the issue of inequality in relation to that of human diversity leads us to assume that there
are various kinds of differences. As a consequence, the need for practicality requires neglecting some
of these differences, in order to focus our attention on the most relevant ones.233

In the literature on inequality, the most widely used classification has been that focused on economic
classes, defined in the Marxian sense. According to Marx, classes are defined essentially in relation
to the ownership of the means of production, which means that in every historical period there are
always two fundamental classes (free and slaves, barons and serfs, capitalists and wage earners..).234
This conception of class certainly has ideological and political connotations, but Marx proposed in
his arguments a fundamental distinction between class “in itself” and class “for itself”. On the one
hand, there is a group of individuals that find themselves in very similar economic and social
situations; on the other hand, this “class” is understood as a self-conscious unit that fights in solidarity
for the same purposes. This is the Marxist revolutionary subject. The kind of inequality that can be
analyzed according to this approach refers to the variables of wealth and income. Although this
classification has produced numerous and substantial results in terms of political, social and economic
analysis, it has not always proved to be suitable for analyzing particular relationships, such as what
Sen considers being the most important: the relationship between economic opportunities and
freedom. Even if inequalities deriving from private property were eliminated, there would remain a
series of inequalities relating to personal variables, such as abilities and needs.235

Sen also criticizes classical economy that tends to consider the individual as independent and
autonomous in her choices, overlooking the constraints that the family system can impose. According
233
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to Sen, the most realistic way of thinking about family relationships is to consider them as
“cooperative conflicts”. That is, within the family there would be a relation of both cooperation and
conflict. In addition to the outcomes that bring benefits to all parties we must also consider that the
parties often have opposing interests. In order to be able to grasp these differences it is appropriate to
refer to the positions of power that usually characterise the family context. There are members who
enjoy a better position in terms of well-being. For example, the members that receive the salary will
have

greater

power

in

spending

choices.236

Sen has spent many years analysing, through empirical studies, the great discrimination existing
within the family. In this context disparities are spread in various sectors: from food distribution to
different levels of education and incidence of diseases. If most of the author’s studies have been
carried out in poor countries, it does not mean that the phenomenon does not exist in the industrialized
West, where family inequality mainly affects women. Family, or household, has always been one of
the most important elements of a social fabric. Families tend to reproduce certain patterns of
inequality and redistribution. Some data can help us to outline the situation. A study concerning the
state of malnutrition of the inhabitants of rural areas of West Bengal following the flooding of 1978
and 1979, shows that among children the female sex presented a greater degree of malnutrition
calculated on the basis of weight with respect to age.237;238 West Bengal typifies many south-eastern
countries where female children experience lower healthcare levels and uncertain survival, especially
after the neonatal period. A further investigation into the distribution of diseases in Calcutta between
1976 and 1978 still shows a situation clearly to the detriment of women, with an index of diseases, in
most areas and in all age groups (except in that of young up to 14 years), superior in the female sex.239
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This figure is undoubtedly linked to the degree of malnutrition and to the lesser health care given to
women.

Despite such worrying data, various types of economic analysis persist in considering the family, in
terms of work and consumption, as a decision-making unit, without considering the internal
differences and the peculiarity of distributional outcomes within the family. In order to assess the
standard of living of socially disadvantaged people, it is important to be able to take individual
differences into account. Sociology has always highlighted the role of the power of ideas in
maintaining social inequalities, in whatever context they occur.

240

Unfortunately, members of the

“dominant” group and those of the “subordinate” group tend to uncritically accept ideologies, such
as those sets of ideas that justify inequalities making them appear “natural” and even just.241
In this perspective, we can consider the phenomenon of “adaptive preferences”, deriving from the
fatalistic acceptance of living conditions by the most disadvantaged individuals of society. This is a
phenomenon that typically manifests itself in women from countries that have traditionally relegated
them to tasks and secondary roles. These women do not have the desire to rebel against wellestablished conventions, and they are not able to express dissatisfaction and suffering. But the real
change must go through the action of women themselves.242 Within this perspective, women should
not be considered as passive beneficiaries of aid, but as active protagonists of their change. The
capability approach, based on a list of basic skills, would be able to guarantee weak groups particular
attention to substantive justice rather than formal justice, and to rely on the need to carry out positive
actions to enjoy it.243 The capability approach cannot be considered a Western approach because it is
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not tied to a particular culture or a certain historical tradition. If we talk about what people are actually
able to do, we do not give any privileges to a Western idea, because ideas of freedoms and capabilities
are found in any culture. This approach safeguards the value of diversity of customs without
maintaining the brutality of some practices, such as domestic violence, female marginalization or
genital mutilation.

V.V Poverty and Famines
Sen refuses to adopt a traditional economic approach that relates the phenomenon of famine to a lack
of available food. According to Sen, the phenomenon of famines is much more complex. Economic
policy choices, institutional relations and market structures can provide a more adequate reading key
to the study of the phenomenon. Hunger is not merely related to food production and agriculture, but
especially to the functioning of the entire economic system and, in an even wider sense, to those
political and social arrangements that can act directly or indirectly, on the population’s ability to get
food and to stay healthy and well fed. It is important that political actions are complemented by the
efficient functioning of other economic and social institutions, such as trade and market exchanges,
political parties, non-governmental organizations and institutions (including well-functioning media)
that

promote

public

discussion.244;245

Classical economic theories still tend to refer to the Malthusian perspective of the simplistic
relationship between food resources and population. From this perspective, hunger is seen as a
problem of overcrowding and famines as a direct effect of population growth: production fails to meet
demand. Therefore the attention of most studies on famine is focused on the national production of
food, since the triggering cause of the phenomenon is to be found in the prolonged lack of food. As
a consequence, famines are considered as a direct consequence of the decline in food availability. On
the contrary, Sen argues that in an economic system food is not distributed for charity or on the basis
of automatic distribution mechanisms. Therefore, the core of the phenomenon is not the total supply
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of food, but the possibility that people may or may not have to use such assets. Sen focuses his
attention on the rights that individuals have over a certain basket of goods, including food.

In such a context, death by starvation has a different connotation: it is the result of the lack of the
possibility to consume a basket with a sufficient amount of food. This possibility generally depends
on juridical, political, economic and social structures. Sen specifically refers to three determining
factors: endowment, productive possibilities and exchange conditions. Endowment refers to the
possession of productive resources that have a price on the market. In general, the basket of means
available to individuals includes work, land and other resources. But many people only have their
own workforce. They therefore do not directly produce foodstuffs that are necessary for their own
needs. Their purchasing capacity depends on the salary obtained through work, thus indirectly from
the production of other goods or services. Production possibilities are instead related to technological
innovations and the individual ability to use them. Finally, exchange conditions refer to the possibility
to sell and buy goods and determine their relative prices.

V.VI Poverty as deprivation of freedom: some empirical evidence from the
analysis of famines
In the study of famines, it is of fundamental importance to analyze the network of interdependencies
created between different productive sectors. During economic emergencies, the terms of trade can
change substantially, causing very rapid and disastrous results. Some famines have been accompanied
by abrupt changes in the relative prices of products or wages due to different causes, usually climatic
phenomena.246 From these observations, it is clear that famine and starvation are a much more
complex phenomenon than simple local food shortage or food-population relationship.

Sen analyzes four major famines: that of Bengal (1943-1944); that of Ethiopia (1972-1974); that of
the Sahel (1968-1973); that of Bangladesh (1974).247 Bengal has had its fair share of famines in the
past including 1770, 1783 and 1897, but the most recent one, of which often British Raj is accused of
was in 1943. The famine led to the death of around 3 to 4 million Indians, either due to starvation or
due to famine related diseases. The Bengal famine of 1943 was characterized by a critical period
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between May and October during which there was a high number of deaths from starvation. Mortality
rates remained high for some years due to epidemics caused by famine. Statistics show that the rice
harvest (which constitutes the basic food of the Bengali population) of 1943 had to some extent fallen,
in relation to the previous year's harvest, but it was much more than the 1941 harvest, which had not
been a year of famine. This study shows that relatively small changes in food availability can be
accompanied by dramatic growth in the number of starvation deaths.248 If we analyse the social
groups affected by the tragedy, the picture confirms the fact that famine is very often a problem of
loss of purchasing power in certain sectors. In the Bengali famine the areas affected by hunger were
almost exclusively rural ones. The triggering cause of the phenomenon can be traced to the economic
crisis following the war against Japan.249 This war caused the government's military spending to
increase, producing an improvement in the economic situation of the urban population that worked
in the war industries. When rice prices began to grow, the panic and manipulations of speculators
caused them to skyrocket, so, although there was no significant drop in the overall supply, rural
population was not able to survive. It was precisely the increased prosperity of a group that caused a
disadvantage

for

another

group.250

Even when a famine is actually related to a decline in food production, there are always some groups
that are not affected by it. Between 1972 and 1975, nearly 200,000 people died of starvation in
Ethiopia during a years-long drought in the northern provinces of Wollo and Tigre. The Ethiopian
famine particularly affected the province of Wollo and was apparently caused by a drop in food
production due to a violent drought.251 As a consequence, local agricultural workers did not have the
means to buy what they needed, as they had nothing to sell. On the contrary, at the national level,
food was not scarce and there was not any in increase in food prices. The Ethiopian famine
undoubtedly appears, unlike the Bengali one, as a recession famine, and yet even in this case the FAD
(food availability decline) approach is not an adequate approach to analyze the phenomenon. The
province of Wollo was the most affected by famine because there was no possibility to obtain food,
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that is, because the means to do so were not available. Sen points out that, on the contrary, there were
even exports of foodstuffs from the province of Wollo to certain richer areas of Ethiopia where the
demand was greater and the population's purchasing power was greater. The market, in this case, far
from favoring a solution or mitigation of the problem, contributes to aggravate it, as it favors food
movements in a direction contrary to the real need, responding to the law of purchasing power and
certainly not to that of actual need. The famine was not simply a result of the drought. The Haile
Selassie’s government ignored and suppressed information about starvation in Wollo and Tigre;252
and international aid organizations, wanting to preserve good relations with a friendly government,
ignored troubling information about starvation.253

The Irish famine of 1845 is another valid example. The Great Famine was a disaster that hit Ireland
between 1845 and about 1851, causing the deaths of about 1 million people and the flight or
emigration of up to 2.5 million more over the course of about six years.254;255 The short-term cause
of the Great Famine was the failure of the potato crop, especially in 1845 and 1846, as a result of the
attack of the fungus known as the potato blight. The potato was the staple food of the Irish rural poor
in the mid nineteenth century and its failure left millions exposed to starvation and death from
sickness and malnutrition.256 Following the collapse of the economy caused by the “potato disease”,
most of the Irish population was vulnerable and unable to provide for their livelihood.257 The British
government opted for an export policy. Instead of importing into the country affected by the crisis,
the goods were exported from Ireland, by virtue of the market rule by which the goods move towards
who can afford to pay more. The crisis was greatly compounded by the social and political structure
in Ireland in the 1840s. Most poor farmers and agricultural labourers or “cottiers” lived at a
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subsistence level and had little to no money to buy food, which was widely available for purchase in
Ireland throughout the famine years. This is another case of close causal link between certain forms
of

government

and

food

crises.258

Regarding the case of Bangladesh, a lot of people in Bangladesh still vividly recall the 1974 famine
with great sadness and often with despair. It brought untold miseries to millions and resulted in deaths
of many. In terms of total mortality, though figures vary, some scholars estimate 1.5 million deaths
as a reasonable estimate. This number includes the post-famine mortality.259 Starvation was not the
only factor; a significant number of deaths were attributable to cholera, malaria and diarrheic diseases.
As with most famines, weakened, disease-susceptible conditions resulted in high post-famine
mortalities of over 450,000. The poor, labourers and non-landowners were especially susceptible.
The famine that occurred in Bangladesh was also attributed to the lack of food availability following
the flood of 1974.260 However, Sen argues that the famine occurred well before the real effects of
crop damage could be suffered by the population. In this specific case, the scarcity of the crops had
an immediate impact on wage employment, which was obviously reduced, but the forecast of a future
shortage of rice crops also stimulated speculation on prices, which had already started an inflationary
path. Alongside the floods, other forces of macroeconomic nature must therefore be taken into
consideration. As with most famines, the causes of the Bangladesh famine were multiple. These
included flooding, rapid population growth, government mismanagement of foodgrain stocks,
legislation restricting movement of foodgrains between districts, foodgrain smuggling to
neighbouring countries and the so-called distributional failures.261 The famine did not occur among
all areas and populations but was concentrated in specific areas; particularly those hit by flooding.262
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Also the last case considered – the case of Sahel - illustrates the validity of Sen’s approach. Starting
in 1968, a series of droughts hit the Sahel region from West Africa to Ethiopia. Between the late
1960s and the the early 1980s, approximately 100,000 people died due to food shortages and
disease.263 The droughts led to fears that the Sahel was turning into a permanent desert due to
mismanagement of natural resources, overgrazing, and overpopulation.264 In this region the survival
of a rather large sector of population, the farmers, is linked to a precarious balance based on the
possibility of exchanging animal meats and products leather with poorer but indispensable foodstuffs
for living. The drought that occurred in the years 1968 to 1973 brought down the prices of animal
products, as a result of the fact that many farmers, in a state of need, replaced animal products with
cheaper foodstuffs. The collapse of prices made it impossible for pastors to buy what was necessary
to survive. The Sahel famine seems to be the most suitable to defend a FAD (food availability decline)
approach, since the continuing drought actually led to a decrease in the availability of food. However,
Sen maintains that even in this case the approach is incomplete. It gives no explanation of the
differences in the distribution of hunger between groups. Not all areas were equally affected by
drought and the victims of the famine were almost exclusively nomadic shepherds and the sedentary
population of the Sahel region. In order to analyse the famine, it is necessary to focus on the economic
conditions of these groups and the collapse of their possibilities.265

There is a need to analyse the problem of hunger as related to the relationship between people and
food in terms of a network of relations sometimes complex and intertwined. This involves market
mechanisms, public policy, macroeconomic developments, natural disasters and also speculative
activities. Famines are therefore closely related to the economic conditions of a country, but even
more to its political and social structures. Another example is represented by the Chinese case (195861). One of the greatest famines in history occurred in the country precisely in the midst of the project
of an extraordinary economic development. The lack of free elections and a press without censorship
prevented the Chinese population and the central power from becoming aware of the fact that some
regions had remained without food. This means that political freedom – such as freedom to criticize
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and vote - is connected to other kinds of freedom, including that of escaping death by starvation and
famine.

Sen claims that a political system attentive to the needs of the most vulnerable individuals can be
more decisive than purely economic growth to contrast famines. Effective public intervention and a
more equitable distribution of food would have prevented people from suffering hunger in the past.
A strategy of protection, prevention and promotion is therefore preferred to “emergency
intervention”, which is often reduced to humanitarian aid. In Sen’s perspective, the best way to
implement a more equitable distribution of food supply is to create jobs, which also encourages trade
and business. In this view, the victims are not treated as passive beneficiaries of governmental relief,
but as agents of a renewal process. By placing the generic “ability to be and do” at the center of the
analysis, Sen examined the phenomena of poverty, inequality and famine from a new point of view
in

the

field

of

economic

analysis:

the

human

being.

In conclusion, Sen infers from the observed correlation that democracy prevents famine. He offers
two reasons in support of this inference. First, democratic governments are accountable to their
citizens and subject to uncensored criticism from the media. Democratic governments have therefore
a strong incentive to eradicate famines in order to maintain power. Sen indeed argues that the famine
case is really an instance of a broader phenomenon whereby democracy advances human security by
giving political incentive to rulers to respond to vulnerable citizens. Second, because of the
informational role of the free press, democratic governments are likely to know about the plight of
citizens and therefore about the need for amelioration. A free press, Sen tells us, contributes to human
security by giving a voice to the vulnerable and disadvantaged and by subjecting the government to
criticism. Sen thus views democracy as not merely the presence of elections and ballots, but as
government by discussion, which includes political participation, dialogue and public interaction.266
By contrast, authoritarian regimes, which suppress public discussion, may be simply uninformed
about the severity or extent of a famine and fail to provide assistance for that reason. It emerges that
Sen emphasizes two empirical issues relating to democracy: 1) the connection between democracy
(or public reasoning - Sen seems to use these terms interchangeably) and famine, 2) the connection
between democracy and economic development.267
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VI. Development as the process of expansion of freedoms
VI.I Social development or economic growth?
Poverty has traditionally been measured as a function of income, using the so-called “poverty line
index’”. As Sen maintains, the approach according to which poverty coincides with low income fails
to capture the true essence of poverty, both in quantitative and in qualitative terms. Let us examine
Sen’s approach to poverty, already mentioned in the previous chapters. Sen claims that poverty should
rather be considered as a vicious circle characterized by the lack of fundamental capabilities. Low
income undoubtedly compromises the possibility of living with dignity, since income is instrumental
in achieving a good quality of life.268 But poverty is a complex phenomenon and its
multidimensionality cannot certainly be expressed through a single indicator. As previously
explained, family income might not always be used to promote the interests of all members of a
family. In many countries of Asia and Africa, girls are constantly discriminated in the field of medical
care and education. Even in industrialized countries, women are likely to undergo unequal treatment
at school and at work. Moreover, high unemployment rate - even when unemployment benefits are
given - can lead to social exclusion, loss of self-esteem, physical and mental health.269 Employment
is indeed seen as an opportunity to contribute to the supply of goods and services within a
society.270;271 Following these considerations, Sen underlines the problematic nature of choosing
between an exclusively absolute or poverty-related approach when formulating development policies.
According to Sen, it would be more appropriate to adopt a mixed approach that considers poverty in
terms of capabilities, deriving from a relative deprivation in the space of income and resources.

Sen relates the idea of development to that of freedom, stressing that such correspondence requires
268
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a much broader vision of the development concept.272 Development cannot merely be evaluated in
relation to the quantitative increase of, for example, GDP. Sen questions the widespread belief that
the increase of a country’s overall GDP would sooner or later have positive effects on the entire
population in the form of new jobs, higher living standards and reduction of poverty and inequality.
Sen considers this approach absolutely misleading with respect to the true nature of the problem,
since development must be related to what individuals can or cannot do. Specifically, Sen claims that
economic growth is only a means to achieve other ends. According to him, income is not the only
suitable indicator for assessing poverty and development because it tends to exclude very important
aspects. In a similar perspective, an approach that is only based on income is limited, because it tells
us nothing about the quality of life that people in a given country can lead. Development has instead
a real impact only when it allows individuals to register substantial improvements in their
(cap)abilities.273;274 The need to reconsider the meaning of development is particularly relevant
especially when considering developing countries.

Development, conceived as good social change, provides a variety of social arrangements in which
human beings express their agency, or become freer to do so. The ethically-sensitive analyst evaluates
development policies and practices in the light of the extent to which they protect, promote, and
restore human agency rather than merely the good or bad things that happen to people. Social
arrangements, involving many institutions (the state, the market, the legal system, political parties,
the media, public interest groups, and public discussion forums, among others) are investigated in
terms of their contribution to enhancing and guaranteeing the substantive freedoms of individuals,
seen as active agents of change, rather than passive recipients of dispensed benefits.275 In terms of the
medieval distinction between ‘the patient’ and ‘the agent,’ this freedom-centered understanding of
economics and of the process of development is very much an agent-oriented view. With adequate
social opportunities, individuals can effectively shape their own destiny and help each other.
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Let us briefly consider some data, taken from a variety of empirical researches. According to the data
concerning the level of development in terms of GNP per capita of countries such as China, Sri Lanka,
Brazil and Mexico, it seems that the two Asian countries are less developed than Brazil and Mexico.276
However, life expectancy in China and Sri Lanka is similar to that in Brazil and Mexico. Prominent
among economists who have argued that – in particular - the Sri Lankan experience illustrates how a
poor country could achieve a high level of human development is indeed Amartya Sen, who observed
that Sri Lanka was able to achieve levels of life expectancy and mortality rates that are much better
than even those of countries with higher levels of per capita income.277;278 The significance of the Sri
Lankan experience has been succinctly captured by Sen, who cites the Sri Lankan case as illustrative
of the possibility of achieving human development even at relatively low levels of per capita incomes.
Sri Lanka’s strategic experience as a pioneer in overcoming the major penalties of low income
remains one of great significance for understanding the prospects for support-led security in poor
countries.

VI.II Human freedom and development
For Nobel Prize winner Amartya Sen, development consists in a process of expansion of real
freedoms enjoyed by individuals. Sen does not refer to an abstract idea of freedom, but rather to
different kinds of freedom: political freedoms, economic freedoms, social opportunities, guarantees
of transparency, and protective security.279 These are defined as instrumental freedoms, in the sense
that they contribute to a person’s general ability to live more freely.280 Sen claims that freedom plays
a key role in the development process. Regarding political freedoms, Sen refers to all those kinds of
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freedoms, including civil rights, which concern the possibilities for people to choose the form of
government they prefer and their own representatives; to have a press that is not subject to censorship;
to choose between several political parties, to express dissent and to participate in the political
decisions of the country. Economic freedoms represent the possibilities that people have to consume,
produce and exchange economic resources. Economic freedoms depend on the resources a person
can have, as well as the terms and conditions of exchange, such as relative prices and regulations of
the markets. It basically indicates the extent and accessibility of a country’s economic resources.
Social opportunities concern the possibility of using certain services, in the field of education, health
care and others. These opportunities substantially affect an individual’s freedom to live in a better
way, and also allow the individual to be able to participate in the political and economic activities of
the society. The guarantees of transparency are understood as laws aimed at stopping arbitrariness
and corruption. Protective security is finally necessary to protect individuals from potentially negative
situations. This area of freedom includes unemployment benefits, public emergency policies, and all
other measures to safeguard the lives of citizens.281

In light of these considerations, Sen claims for the need to substitute classic economic indicators with
measurements concerning human freedoms. It is human freedom the ultimate goal that has to be
achieved. Gross domestic product, individual income, industrialization, technological progress and
modernization are all considered useful indexes in the study of development. The reason is that they
might help to expand the freedoms enjoyed by members of society. But these freedoms mainly depend
on other factors that traditional economic approaches have neglected: social and economic structures,
as well as political and civil rights.282 There are valid arguments to conclude that political freedoms
and economic freedoms are mutually reinforcing. Similarly, social opportunities in the field of
services, education and health care are complementary to individual opportunities to participate in
the political and social life of their society. When analysing development processes, we must
therefore adopt an overall approach, which considers economic, social and political aspects. This
overall approach to development also takes into account the institutions that can contribute to improve
individual substantial freedoms: markets and organizations, governments, local authorities, political
parties, school facilities, and other places of public dialogue. 283 Sen also warns that, when analysing
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development, we must consider the main forms of “unfreedoms” such as, for example, misery,
tyranny, lack of public services, intolerance and state repression, which limit individuals in making
choices and taking decisions.284 In this perspective, the expansion of freedom is seen both as the
primary means and as the ultimate goal of development. Sen indeed explains freedom as a function
of development and development as a function of freedom, always taking into account the
heterogeneity of different kinds of freedom and the diversity of human beings and their needs. As
illustrated in the previous chapters, Sen asserts that freedom is related to people’s capabilities and the
latter emerge through a process of public reasoning that includes the views of those concerned and at
the same time expresses the status of equal citizenship shared by all members of society.285 According
to Sen, public reason is important for people’s conceptualisation and comprehension of both their
own individual needs and social standards, so that people can have a better understanding of the role,
the reach and the significance of particular capabilities. Sen gives the impression to rely on some idea
of deliberative democratic politics while using the concept of capabilities in thinking about social
justice. He insists on the constructive value of democracy that should ideally allow different voices
from diverse sections of people to be heard.286 In this perspective, public reasoning and democratic
processes can bring about social changes and reforms within a society; hence their importance to the
realization of the goal of development as freedom.287

VI.III Human development: development as expansion of capabilities
The indicators used in classical analysis had failed to understand the reality of developing countries
and their inadequacy had translated into discrepant results between data in terms of GNP and effective
living conditions of the populations considered. The limitations in analyzing the effective degree of
development through economic surveys have questioned the alleged identification between economic
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development and social development and the validity of the paradigm used by economists so far. Poor
people, according to Sen, do not need material help but opportunities of social growth.288;289 The ideas
developed by the Indian philosopher-economist Amartya Sen in the 1980s and the related studies
concerning social phenomena of global importance have contributed to review the concept of human
development carried out by the United Nations Agency. The capability approach developed by Sen
has emerged as an important new paradigm in thinking about development and conceptualising the
nature of social inequality and relative poverty.290 A growing literature in economics, philosophy and
social science attests that the influence and stature of Sen’s theory have also increased in the recent
years. Over the last two decades, Sen’s approach has particularly had some ostensible influence on
the United Nations Development Programme and has provided the conceptual foundations for the
Human Development Movement.

The most authoritative attempt to realize the capability approach is represented by the drafting of
development reports on human rights, published by the United Nations Development Program since
1990. The influence of Sen's perspective is evident from the initial lines of the first report (1990) in
which development is defined as “a process of enlarging people's choices”.

A person's access to income may beone of the choices, but it is not the sum total of human endeavour.
Human development is a process of enlarging people's choices. The most critical of these wideranging choices are to live along and healthy life, to be educated and to have access to resources
needed for a decent standard of living. Additional choices include political freedom, guaranteed
human rights and personal self-respect. Development enables people to have these choices.

(Human

Development

Report

–

1990,

p.10

http://hdr.undp.org/sites/default/files/reports/219/hdr_1990_en_complete_nostats.pdf)
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Since 1990, the United Nations Human Development Reports started to measure a country’s
development by analyzing people’s life expectancy at birth, education, and adjusted real GDP per
capita taken as a proxy for a number of functionings with material preconditions, such as being
sheltered and well-fed. Rather than concentrating on only a few traditional indicators of economic
progress (such as gross national product per capita), “human development” accounting proposes a
systematic examination of a wealth of information about how human beings in each society live and
what substantive freedoms they enjoy. The Human Development Reports had a profound impact on
the way policy-makers, public officials and the news media, as well as economists and other social
scientists, view societal advancement around the world.

In light of this new paradigm, the Human Development Index was also developed in order to record
the improvement of living conditions and to express human capabilities related to individual welfare.
The Human Development Index was created by the Pakistani economist Mahbub ul Haq in 1990, and
is regarded as a complex but synthetic index that measures the average results achieved by a country
in terms of life expectancy at birth, adult literacy rates and school attendance, and economic growth
(UNDP, 1990). Precisely, the Human Development Index (HDI) is a composite statistic (index) that
measures key dimensions of human development:
– having a long and healthy life
– being knowledgeable
– having a decent standard of living

As an example, the Human Development Index for 2011 was calculated for 187 countries, divided
into four categories depending on whether their human development was very high, high, medium or
low.291 Norway confirmed its first place in the ranking (as in 2010) with a score of 0.943, followed
by Australia (0.929), Netherlands (0.910), States United (0.910), New Zealand (0.908), Canada
(0.908), Ireland (0.908), Liechtenstein (0.905), Germany (0.905) and Sweden (0.904). At the bottom
of the ranking we find countries in sub-Saharan Africa, with the exception of Haiti and Afghanistan.
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Burundi

(0.316),

Niger

(0.295)

and

the

Democratic

Republic

of

the

Congo (0.286) are in the last three places.292;293

Leaving aside the Human development Index, the Human Development approach has also resulted
in the construction of a number of other indexes that provide a broader measure of development than
GDP. They are particularly helpful for policy purposes. More specifically, these indexes are the
following: the human freedom index (1991); the gender-disparity-adjusted HDI (1993); the incomedistribution-adjusted HDI (1993); the gender related development index (1995), the gender
empowerment measure (1995) and the human poverty index (1997). Expanding from the restricted
focus of consumption and income, these indexes tackle development challenges ranging from
consumption and poverty to human rights, gender equality, and democracy. They have received wide
media coverage, becoming the “Millennium Development Goals”, agreed by nation states at United
Nations conferences during the 1990s.

Joseph Stiglitz, Amartya Sen and Jean Paul Fitoussi created in 2008 a Commission on the
Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress in order to identify the limits of GDP as
an indicator of economic performance and social progress, and to assess the feasibility of alternative
measurement tools. As Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi observe, the time is ripe to shift emphasis from
measuring economic production to measuring people’s well-being in a context of sustainability. It is
true that GDP continues to provide answers to many important questions such as monitoring
economic activity, market production and employment. But well-being is important because there
appears to be an increasing gap between the information contained in aggregate GDP data and what
counts for common people’s well-being. Moreover, Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi distinguish between an
assessment of current well-being and an assessment of sustainability. As they state, current wellbeing is related to both economic resources, such as income, and to non-economic aspects of peoples’
life (what they do and what they can do, how they feel, and the natural environment they live in).
Whether these levels of well-being can be sustained over time depends on whether stocks of capital
that matter for our lives (natural, physical, human, social) are passed on to future generations.
Therefore, Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi suggest to work towards the development of a statistical system
that complements measures of market activity by measures centred on people’s well-being and by
292
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measures that capture sustainability. According to them, such a system must, of necessity, be plural
and encompass a range of different measures, because no single measure can summarize something
as complex as the well-being of the members of society. It must document the diversity of peoples’
experiences and the linkages across various dimensions of people’s life. These dimensions - Stiglitz,
Sen and Fitoussi propose – might be the following:

I.
II.

Material living standards (income, consumption and wealth);
Health;

III.

Education;

IV.

Personal activities including work

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Political voice and governance;
Social connections and relationships;
Environment (present and future conditions);
Insecurity, of an economic as well as a physical nature

As Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi recommend, steps should be taken to improve measures of people’s
health, education, personal activities and environmental conditions. In particular, substantial effort
should be devoted to developing and implementing robust, reliable measures of social connections,
political voice, and insecurity that can be shown to predict life satisfaction. Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi
conclude that the information relevant to valuing quality of life goes beyond people’s self-reports and
perceptions to include measures of their “functionings” and freedoms (i.e. capabilities). In effect,
what really matters are people’s objective conditions and capabilities, that is, the extent of their
opportunity set and of their freedom to choose, among this set, the life they value.294

To sum up, the capability approach has been recognized for its contribution to the broader field of
development studies, and has prompted important debates on issues such as measurement of
inequality, capital, and savings, and also the role of nonmarket institutions. It has helped in evaluating
the impact of small-scale development projects, in measuring poverty, in political analysis, in
questioning certain social norms and practices and in assessing the well-being of particularly
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disadvantaged individuals such as disabled people, women and children. 295 As already observed,
Sen’s ideas have introduced a new approach for advancing human wellbeing. This approach focuses
on people and their opportunities and choices, thus expanding the richness of human life, rather than
simply the richness of the economy in which human beings live. In other words, this approach focuses
on improving the lives people lead rather than assuming that economic growth will lead,
automatically, to greater well-being for all. Income growth is seen as a means to development, rather
than an end in itself. More important than income, it is developing people’s abilities and giving them
a chance to use them. For example, educating a girl would build her skills, but it is of little use if she
is denied access to jobs, or does not have the right skills for the local labour market. Once the basics
of human development are achieved, it is important that they open up opportunities for progress in
other aspects of life. Human development thus gives opportunities to people, individually and
collectively, to develop their full potential so as they have a reasonable chance of leading productive
and creative lives that they value. As the international community moves toward implementing and
monitoring the 2030 agenda, the human development approach remains useful to articulating the
objectives of development and improving people’s well-being by ensuring an equitable, sustainable
and stable planet.
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VII. The capability approach in the context of international development
policies
VII.I The plight of the poor
Let us explore the Capability Approach – and the idea of agent-oriented development - in the context
of international development policies. As mentioned above, the emerging view of development
promoted by Sen, as an expansion of people’s capabilities, dismantles the conventional wisdom in
human development studies that the best way for a country to develop is to increase its rate of
economic growth. There are vast numbers of people affected by poverty in many different contexts.
Their poverty is apparent in many different ways, from poor health to disabilities to lack of
opportunities or aspirations. The causes of poverty are likewise numerous and include the interaction
of physiological, environmental, economic, social, and political factors. Remediable deprivation
exists not only in faraway places with small economies, armed conflicts, or government repression,
but also within the rich world, with its homeless, jobless, sick, and socially excluded or stigmatised.
Deprivation can co-exist with great opulence. For instance, even in a relatively wealthy country with
an effective welfare state, where urgent and straightforward human physiological needs are largely
met, there may be a great deal of absolutely real ‘relative poverty’, such as deprivation in the “social
bases of selfrespect”. The rich world too seems to be in need of development.

However, it is true that most of the world is enjoying the best standard of living, the greatest wealth,
and the greatest freedom to live valuable and meaningful lives of any time in human history. But at
the same time vast numbers of people are living lives of stark deprivation which are made even more
appalling by the contrast. Today, almost 3 billion people across the world try to subsist on less than
$2 a day. Some 1.2 billion people live even on less than $1 a day (adjusted for purchasing power).
More than 2 billion lack access to basic sanitation, and 840 million do not have enough to eat, with
163 million children being severely undernourished. Easily preventable diseases and starvation are
killing 10 million children under the age of five each year. 296 In face of such statistics, it is hardly
unreasonable to feel a keen sense of despair and an urgent need to find solutions to the tragedy of the
global poor. It is the perspicuous contrast between the quality of life open to some people but not
others that both defines and condemns poverty in the contemporary world: poverty is an unnecessary
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state of deprivation that can and should be remedied. The idea that many people in relatively wealthy
countries are moved by the plight of the poor – even those in distant lands – to alleviate poverty
makes the world a better place than it would be absent this commitment. In the poor world the general
term for the removal of entrenched deprivation is “development”.

VII.II Why international assistance is flawed
As is documented by the relevant literature on development, however, the system of international
assistance could be seen to be deeply flawed. Many identify the underlying reason as being the
adoption of a paternalistic approach to international assistance, which tends to underestimate the
ability of autonomous, informed and competent individuals in aid-receiving countries to do anything
about their plight without outside help. Explicitly, paternalism refers to “the interference of a state or
an individual with another person […] defended or motivated by a claim that the person interfered
with will be better off or protected from harm”.297 Paternalism is to reject choices that are inconsistent
with ideal theory of preferences and welfare embedded in a certain conception of the good life. 298
Because it second-guesses a person’s choices and prescribes moral behavior, paternalism becomes
hardly distinguishable from perfectionism, a theory concerned with what humans ought to desire.
There is also a “softer” kind of paternalism – the so-called weak paternalism – that is not concerned
that the agent’s self-destructive choices are not tracking genuine values; the concern is that they might
not really be the agent’s own choices—due to failure of voluntariness. 299 The subjects whose freedom
soft paternalism restricts are not really autonomous, demonstrably incompetent or unable to act
responsibly in their own self-interests.
According to a common – and patronizing – understanding of the poor’s plight, aid-receivers are seen
to have less than full capacities to plan and act. They are therefore dependent on the “paternal” rule
of aid-providers to achieve positive development. This view seems to uphold the general superiority
of aid-providers in the light of a paternalistic idea that they understand the problems of the global
poor better than the poor do themselves.300 As a consequence, aid-providers are likely to impose a
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biased vision of what is best supplied to poor countries, without consulting those on the receiving end
about what they want and need.

Clearly, the paternalistic assumptions that constitute the narrative of international assistance seem to
ignore that local people might understand their contexts more deeply than outsiders might, and might
be better able to develop and implement strategies for poverty reduction. The lack of success in
engaging with the ideas and opportunities offered by local people seems to negate any genuine
relationship-building between aid-providers and aid-receivers, which – most people in poor
countries suggest – should be at the heart of the international aid system, and which should make
international aid efforts more accountable and effective. The paternalistic aid system could be seen
to fall short in these regards because aid-receivers – often depicted as powerless or ignorant in
respect to their problems and opportunities for action – have little space, if any, to provide feedback
about the overall impact of aid so as to improve future performance.301

VII.III A long history of paternalism
Paternalistically driven assistance provided to developing countries by Western states has a long
history.302 According to the social theory of evolutionism, which developed in the nineteenth century
and fundamentally influenced sociological and anthropological thinking up until the First World War,
different societies reflect different eras or stages in the same evolutionary process, from simpler and
primitive forms to modern, morally superior and more civilized organizations. Western civilization
was presented as the universal terminus of evolution. Its alleged position at the top of the evolutionary
ladder legitimized the so-called “White Man’s Burden” to civilize under-developed societies
according to Western standards, which those societies were to repeat, copy and internalize.303
Under-developed societies were conceptualized as blank slates – without any meaningful history or
institutions of their own – upon which the West, through the wielding of its authority, could imprint
its superior moral codes and ideals: its faith in scientific progress, technological innovation and the
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discovery of rational solutions to human problems, for instance. In the specific case of Africa, the
White Man’s Burden was a self-aggrandizing belief in the power of the inherently superior Western
man to awaken the primitive African people from their passive and indolent disposition in order to
“bring light to the dark continent”. Africans were seen as inferior, viewed through a racially
paternalistic lens that underestimated their ability to do anything about their plight without outside
help. The West also portrayed the Africans as childlike: Baker describes how philosopher Georg
Hegel referred to Africa as the “land of childhood”, Albert Schweitzer wrote of Africans that the
“negro is a child”, and paternalistic considerations were long used by Europeans to justify colonialism
and by Americans to justify slavery.304

The image of an enlightened and rational Western man in contrast to a dependent and irrational Other
still operates in contemporary development aid discourses. In the contemporary Western aid regime
the aid recipient remains, in the large part, a child-type lacking in human agency, viewed through a
paternalistic lens that underestimates his/her ability to do anything about his/her plight without
outsider help. 305 Accordingly, the West is required to “save” the poor. For instance, in a July 2005
New York Times Op-Ed column, the Cameroonian lawyer and journalist Jean Claude Shanda-Tonme
criticized the paternalistic attitude of the Live 8 concert organizers who were willing to propose
solutions on the poor’s behalf, treating the poor like children they must save.

VII.IV Paternalistic features in international assistance
Aid agencies’ marketing efforts to raise private donations also contribute to this view. Their
mass-media campaigns to raise awareness and coax the public into donating rehearse the narrative
of poor victims oppressed by corrupt governments and “saved” by the agencies’ efforts – in other
words, aid recipients are depicted as enigmatic others with less than full capacities to plan and act. In
this way, Western antipoverty campaigns reinforce troubling stereotypes, downplay the agency of the
poor and emphasize the role of outside actors.
Leaving aside the representation of aid-receivers and aid-providers in aid agencies’ campaigns, one
of the most prevalent recurring elements of paternalism in international assistance is the presence of
304
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top-down initiatives with little participation of aid-receivers. This is exemplified, for example, by the
conditionality of the IMF loans.306 Another recurring element is represented by standardized funding
procedures – and also fund-allocation programmes 307 – that interfere with local priorities and needs,
and negate both accountability and a genuine relationship of equality between aid-providers and aidreceivers.308 The above elements thus provide a platform to discuss the problems with paternalistic
development aid.309

What is more, humanitarianism shows little sensitivity to cultural values and displays ignorance of
the social fabric of local communities. It is thus oblivious to cultural differences. In fact, local aidreceiving governments are expected to embrace the Western cultural understanding of justice,
property rights and market competition. But the agendas of the poor may differ from those of
paternalistic aid-providers. Specific aspects of social justice varies across communities in a way that
responds to differences in levels of national institutions, laws and policies310. Under the universal
framework of human rights, social justice does not imply a homogeneous view, applicable to all
societies, about the domestic implementation of values such as liberty and equality, freedom and
security, private property and distributive justice, etc.311 For instance, the so-called untouchables in
India, who have been the victims of the Hindu caste system for centuries, claim for favorable
treatment even at the expense of other citizens312. Is favorable treatment for the Untouchables a
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violation of the principle of non-discrimination, or is it a means to stop the continual harassment
against Untouchables, thereby to implement full equality among members of the Indian society? It
seems that there are no comprehensively valid principles to solve the tensions between global justice
and a kind of special protection, particularly towards certain religious or cultural groups. The practical
realization of social justice is contingent to economic and social circumstances. In the case of ethnic
minorities, might they be protected with special rights in order to compensate for the potential
disadvantage minorities have in terms of public decisions? Someone claims that differentiated
citizenship rights satisfy the sense of justice and fairness 313, while others reject special rights to
particular categories in the name of universal human rights 314. The assimilationist idea assumes that
social equality means treating everyone according to the same principles, while the politics of
difference argues that equality may sometimes require different treatment for oppressed and
disadvantaged groups. Social justice - in this case the question of whether the value of effective
political participation in a society’s affair requires special provisions for the representation of
minority groups - is not alien to the cultural, economic and political features of the basic structure of
the community.315 Other similar questions in liberal-democratic contexts are the following: given the
historical gender discrimination women suffered, should women be granted special spaces, quotas
and roles exclusively reserved to them at the expense of men? The reason to consider women to be a
subject suitable for a differentiated treatment might be the historical fact that injustice against women
has been such a pervasive feature of most human societies that special measures are needed to
eliminate it. Is this favorable treatment for women pro or against the anti-discrimination principle
embedded in the notion of universal human rights? Even more crucially, will special privileges be an
advantage for women or will they further emphasize a new kind of female discrimination by
producing double-edged weapons in the hands of conservative forces? The contingent structure of
social and political life can produce circumstances in which certain important interests of women are
subject to gender specific forms of abuse. Women’s interests are vulnerable to threats that are not
typically faced by men.316 The differentiated treatment should always be judged in the light of its
purpose. Under the universal framework of human rights, social justice does not imply a
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homogeneous view, applicable to all societies, about the domestic implementation of values such as
liberty and equality, freedom and security, private property and distributive justice, etc. As already
stated, social justice – such as, for instance, whether the value of effective political participation in a
society’s affair requires special provisions for the representation of minority groups - is not alien to
the cultural, economic and political features of the basic structure of the community.317; 318 This results
in a disconnection between policy aspirations and assumptions and the reality of local culture and
norms. At bottom, humanitarianism imposes a biased vision of what is good for aid recipients, instead
of taking into account what aid recipients think is best for themselves given their specific social,
economic and political circumstances. This is clearly a form of paternalism.

However many fail to recognize the paternalistic assumptions that constitute the narrative of
international aid, given that care for others never occurs between equals. For instance, Singer’s
growing movement “effective altruism” demands targeted, evidenced-based giving that does the most
good to alleviate poverty and suffering, but as Kuper and Wenar suggest, Singer does not capture the
correct factual relationship between affluent and poor individuals.319 Just to recall, effective altruism
is a philosophy and social movement that uses evidence and reasoning to determine the most effective
ways to benefit others.320 As part of the larger movement towards evidence-based practices, effective
altruism encourages individuals to consider all causes and actions and to act in the way that brings
about the greatest positive impact, based upon their values.321;322 In particular, in his 2009 book “The
Life You Can Save”, Singer presented the thought experiment of a child drowning in a pond before
317
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our eyes, something we would all readily intervene to prevent, even if it meant ruining an expensive
pair of shoes we were wearing.323 Singer’s “child in the pond” analogy is inadequate in its theoretical
framework and the assumptions on which this is based, because Singer equates aid recipients with
children – the quintessential object of paternalistic attitudes. This type of aid reinforces the images of
the donor as benefactor of the world and the recipient as inferior, consequently weakening the
recipient’s self-reliance and dignity.324 To bolster their legitimacy, donor states are increasingly
attempting to “indigenize” their agencies by creating local branches, although the local branches still
remain in control of the West. This seeming reform of top-down humanitarianism, therefore, is simply
an illusion.

VII.V The moral problems of paternalism
Let us explore moral problems of paternalism in the light of the values that are at the heart of modern
individualism, namely, autonomy and freedom. From a libertarian perspective, being
autonomy/freedom an absolute and foundational good, all other goods “are of instrumental value: are
not good in themselves except insofar as they promote freedom”.325 A deontological view - committed
to autonomy and neutral as between different conceptions of the good life - demands prima facie
equal respect for all choices, “except those stemming from wrongful harm and offense to
nonconsenting others and nonvoluntary harm to self”.326 According to a consequentialist approach,
paternalism curbs the development of the capacity for making competent and responsible choices in
the future.327 By inhibiting the making of voluntary choices, including occasionally wrong ones, the
paternalist indeed impedes the agents’ development into fully rational and autonomous decisionmaker. A certain kind of perfectionism also opposes to paternalism. In the first place, paternalism
does not allow people to learn from their mistakes, impeding therefore the development of the
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capacity for making better choices in the future.328 Secondly, freedom of choice is valuable as a means
to promote the goal of individuals, at the maturity of their faculties, to lead autonomous and
flourishing lives.329 Finally, in many cases the choosing individual – who knows those facts which
cannot be practically known by the paternalist and on which the right choice depends - is the best
judge of how to attain the good end state. The good end sometimes is by its nature such that it cannot
be forced, therefore a paternalist cannot promote the genuine good end by command and control.

However, when the subject consents to a private or public action (omission) that limits his/her
autonomy, such action (omission) is not paternalistic, therefore hardly objectionable at all (volenti
non fit iniuria). Since the consent of the subject makes the intervention non-paternalistic, it follows
that paternalistic interventions that limit individual choices and stand therefore in need of
justification, might be defended with reference to some kind of consent. This is the hypothetical
consent that someone would give to a certain restriction (interference) if they knew all the facts, and
could consider these facts rationally in order to carry out their own decisions. Reference to the
mentally disabled, children, weak-willed people and those whose decisions are based on extreme
psychological and sociological pressures, cognitive error or mistaken reasoning, who might
eventually come to see the correctness of the intervention, recognizing therefore the wisdom of the
restrictions. The remaining problem is that hypothetical consent to paternalism does not “live up to
justifying a rule on its own, in a content-independent way, referring to the procedure in which it has
been decided over a rule”.330 Aid recipient are not child-type lacking in human agency to be saved in
need of the “paternal” rule of the West.

Another reason to think that paternalism might be justified relies on the normative principle of
freedom maximization. According to the normative principle of freedom maximization, an
individual’s freedom of choice may or even should be restricted in the present if freedom is to increase
across the whole of his life, promoting his overall responsibility, which plays a crucial role in
achieving genuine autonomy and independence.331 Nonetheless, in consideration of the principle of
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freedom maximization, if paternalistic interference would frustrate the individual’s set of values and
life plan - thus hampering the individual’s interest in self-determining and in leading autonomous,
flourishing, lives - one should in these circumstances oppose to paternalist interference. The
shortcomings of aid do not lie not in the concept of foreign aid, but with agencies acting according to
a traditional model that protracts paternalistically driven humanitarian support. In fact, when aid is
trapped in its own logic of paternalism and top-down decision-making, it underestimates the poor’s
own capabilities, and further excludes and disenfranchises the poor. As a consequence, international
aid is found wanting in both deontological and consequentialist perspectives.

The deontological perspective views paternalistic aspects of international aid as morally problematic.
In fact, paternalistically driven aid might suggest that the poor are powerless individuals incapable of
taking responsibility to manage their own lives and pursue the changes they seek. 332 This seems to
show little respect and consideration for poor people’s dignity, and to depict them as passive
beneficiaries of projects designed and managed by benevolent outsiders.

In a consequentialist perspective, paternalistic aid has only a limited chance of success. Not being
engaged in the development and implementation of aid projects, the poor might be left with questions,
suspicions and disappointed expectations.333 They might also resent the fact that these projects were
not shaped according to their own capacities, value systems and outlook on life. As a consequence,
little or no sense of ownership and responsibility over the future of aid projects exists on the part of
the poor. This might engender passivity and prolongs the dependency of the poor on outside
interventions for the continuation of the aid programmes.

It emerges that humanitarian assistance has become a subject of considerable normative debate. There
has been much critique within the literature acknowledging that anthropological theories have
portrayed developing countries’ populations as inferior, childlike and in need of the “paternal” rule
of the West. It has increasingly been agreed that what development should instead convey is
something about the capacity of local communities to provide the circumstances for their own wellbeing on a sustainable and long-term basis. Indeed, providing a person with a bednet or a water pump
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can be an excellent, cost-effective way to improve her well-being, but if the improvement goes away
when we stop providing the bednet or pump, we would not normally describe that as development.
Unfortunately, in many cases, emergency humanitarian aid extends into protracted humanitarian
support rather than long-term development assistance.334 For instance, Haiti still requires basic
essential services alongside major reconstruction and infrastructure development, while Darfur
remains insecure and unstable with millions reliant on foreign assistance for their basic survival.
Clearly, such failure to bridge the gap between emergency assistance and development assistance has
prevented people from rebuilding their lives. International aid – as it is now given – is likely to be an
inadequate mechanism for responding to the tragedy of the global poor and promoting long-lasting
development and self-determination.

VII.VI A new paradigm in international assistance
Without a reconsideration of forms of aid, it is likely that the donors would continue to provide
substantial support without seeing the hoped-for results. The aid enterprise therefore needs a new
international paradigm that can be an effective force for positive change. It is time for a new
international paradigm that redefines the inadequate aid system in a way that supports more effective,
accountable and sustainable change. Thus, the challenge now is to dismantle the counterproductive
international aid system of top-down delivery of resources, which might distort the relationships
between aid agencies and the poor, and to find ways to develop a non-paternalistic approach to
international aid that, driven by local priorities, reflects the agency of the poor.

From a philosophical perspective, the distinction between the concept of justification and that of
legitimation can offer a normative standard for global justice and international aid compatible with
cultural pluralism. According to this distinction, justification is presented as an idealized and topdown enterprise rooted in the moral and metaphysical substrate of a specific culture. On the other
hand, legitimation is a bottom-up process that derives its strength from the success of some
historically situated practice. This way, popular consent transforms moral ideals in political
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legitimated goals.335 Building on this distinction, justification and legitimation should be made
complementary for the sake of cross-cultural dialogue within the paradigm of international aid.336

Specifically, funding and accounting approaches carried out by the aid community should genuinely
correspond to local realities and rely on existing cultural contexts that force and maintain
accountability. The aim of many people in poor countries is not only to reduce material deprivation
and to respond to emergency, but to foreground the participation and input of the poor in both devising
and directing strategies for poverty reduction.337 This encourages a gradual recognition of the
prospective agency of the poor, without which genuine empowerment is not possible. Such
recognition may indeed be connected to an expanded view of anti-poverty strategies, one that includes
social, economic and political empowerment of those living in poverty.338 It might be suggested that,
when the very process of development is empowering, the poor are no longer dependent on a
paternalistic delivery system. The goal is in fact that of increasing the poor’s ability to provide for
their own needs and priorities independently and without the continued need to rely on outside help.

VII.VII Freedom as the goal of development
Sen regards development as a way to remove unfreedoms – the domination of circumstances and
chance over individuals- and to respect and support individual agency to lead the life people have
reason to value.339 Freedom should be the goal of development (what Sen calls the constitutive role
of freedom) and also the means through which development can be achieved (the instrumental role
335
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of freedom).340 Thus, Sen’s approach treats people as autonomous agents and seems to refuse to take
any position regarding the ends that are to be promoted for a flourishing life.341 This understanding
seems to limit the scope for paternalist intervention supposedly embedded in the idea of development,
and links the anti-paternalist argument to the capability approach’s democratic view of policy and
society.342;343 Sen replaces the traditional and paternalistic model of humanitarian aid with a
development model where the political autonomy of the target is respected. By doing so, Sen
promotes a major break with the dominant approach adopted by most national and international
development agencies. Sen indeed presents innovative solutions to respond to the poor’s plight in a
more effective, accountable and sustainable way. He investigates why paternalistic assistance is
morally unacceptable, and develops a new normative conception of the assistance relationship that
shifts away from paternalism towards partnership. His approach to development includes the poor in
a scalable way so that real development – formulated as the freedom of opportunity and capability,
freedom from dire need, and freedom from social exploitation and exclusion – is achieved.

According to the successful argument advanced by Amartya Sen, the goal of development should be
the self-reliance of aid recipients over the long term.344 This is not paternalistic, because with selfreliance comes some measure of political autonomy. The real scope of aid is development, which
must be understood as a process of expanding human freedoms in both the private and the public
sphere.345 Consequently, the development challenge is to remove the “unfreedoms” that stop people
living in a way they might otherwise choose: hunger and misery, illiteracy, lack of health care, bad
governance, intolerance and repression. Development might be described as a process which enables
human beings to build self-confidence, and lead lives of dignity and fulfillment, without political,
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economic, or social oppression. Through development, political independence actually acquires its
true significance.346 In this perspective, development realizes the potential for self-support and selfdetermination of people, who participate in the decisions that affect their lives without imperial
influence from outside.347 It follows that aid relations should be based on empowerment and
autonomy, and respond to priorities set through local democratic participatory processes and
institutions. Empowerment, autonomy and participation in all aspects of the development process are
prerequisites for substantive democratic ownership, according to which the partner country
government exercises leadership over its development policies and strategies, rather than primarily
aid providers. By invoking democratic ownership, governments are held to account by their people
rather than by external agents.
Sen’s approach focuses on social and political aspects that perpetuate poverty, namely, poverty as
structural failing. It therefore differs from theories on poverty that focus on cultural characteristics as
a retardant of further development. The perceptions of the poor, that is, the way poverty is approached,
defined, and thus thought about, clearly have a significant impact on the design and execution of
programs to alleviate poverty.348 Perceptions of poverty as cultural characteristics might promote
some sort of outside, paternalistic help in order to promote cultural change and reduce poverty.
Theories of poverty as cultural characteristics might overlook the importance of the political context
in economic analyses.349 On the other hand, Sen’s approach to poverty as structural failure holds that
economic prosperity depends above all on the inclusiveness of economic and political institutions.
His perception of poverty as structural failing is more likely to structure foreign aid so that its use and
administration empower a broad segment of the population.350 It brings groups and leaders otherwise
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excluded from power into the decision-making process. Sen’s approach is not paternalistic as the
stability of appropriate institutions persists only with broad domestic support. In order to achieve
domestic support, the task of building, or re- building, institutions must evolve from within so that
institutions are accepted and “interiorized” by society.
In this perspective, the view according to which there is only one set of “best practice” institutions
(which usually mean Anglo-American institutions), which everyone has to adopt, is highly
problematic. Therefore, the persuasiveness of an instrumental justification of democratic institutions
is likely to depend on empirical contingencies regarding the society at which the justification is
directed. 351 The development of a democratic culture is a product of a larger process of social and
institutional change. It is worth nothing that this change will have to address not on democracy alone
but on respect for the individual within a community, the entrenchment of a balance of powers,
judicial review of executive decisions and enforceable minority rights guarantees. 352 Otherwise,
democracy without constitutionalism would be simply ethnic majority tyranny.

The new development model developed by Sen is essential to help people survive emergencies and
get back on the path to freedom, self-reliance and dignity. This new model would be normatively
distinct from the traditional ways of delivering aid: relying on a bottom-up approach, it would treat
the poor as autonomous and empowered agents rather than as passive and dependent recipients, and
grant them more say over the aid process.353 By developing local institutional capacity – driven by
local priorities in order to protect the basic interests of recipients – developing countries would be
less dependent on foreign donors in the long term. In fact, since poverty is a social, economic and
political condition, the appropriate institutional context can respond to citizens’ needs and allow them
to sustain themselves in perpetuity.354 Without a reconsideration of forms of aid, it is likely that the
donors would continue to provide substantial support without seeing the hoped-for results.
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VII.VIII Sen’s empowerment-focused development ethics
Sen outlined the need to develop an empowerment-focused ethics. This may provide ample space for
social, economic and political self-determination insofar as the latter is crucial to the individuals’
conceptions of the good and to their welfare. For individuals to act in a truly conscious way, it is
necessary that a variety of institutions - the state, the market, civil society associations, etc. - actively
promote individual freedom.355 In this regard, it is of particular importance to favor access to
education at a widespread level and promote democratization, guaranteeing everyone the opportunity
to take part in public debates in an informed manner. For instance, non-paternalistic strategies for
poverty reduction would focus on improving the poor’s health and education so that the poor
themselves can raise the payoff to themselves by dint of their own efforts to better their lives. Health
facilities, education and other social opportunities facilitate economic participation which, in the form
of opportunities to utilize economic resources for the purpose of consumption, production and
exchange, can help to generate personal abundance as well as public resources for social facilities. 356
Education programmes can also enhance political participation, in the forms of the opportunities
people have to determine who should govern and on what principles, and to scrutinize and criticize
authorities. Without any formal education, people are cut off from a full understanding of their
nation’s history and its political and economic structure, and are limited in their ability to promote
their economic security and more broadly to pursue issues that interest them.357 Sen’s nonpaternalistic approach to international aid desired by the poor and their advocates will eventually
enable the poor to be counted among those who can reliably serve as agents of justice, as opposed to
approaches to global justice that mostly focus on the humanitarian role and duties of powerful external
agents. The theory of change that lies behind Sen’s non-paternalistic approach to international aid
may be clearly stated. International aid should expand the range of potential paths toward positive
change that those living in poverty can consider, and helps them to explore these options and to
choose the one(s) that will most directly pursue their interests and the changes they seek. International
aid – the core values of which ought to be empowerment and self-determination – should engage with
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the poor in weighing the costs and benefits of each option and, from this, to co-develop and coimplement a joint strategy for pursuing issues that interest the poor.

This more participatory approach to development involves mutual insider/outsider analysis of the
existing institutions and the cultural context in which aid is provided, explorations of the options that
the poor can consider, and the generation of non-paternalistic development strategies based on
people’s dynamism and capacities.358 If there is a key to successful development, it lies in the
participation of local people in generating the strategies for poverty reduction that ultimately
encourage their long-lasting development and self-determination. Development in this perspective is
understood in liberationist terms: of removing unfreedoms – “the domination of circumstances and
chance over individuals”- and of respecting and supporting individual agency and societal selfdetermination to decide on and pursue the flourishing life.359 The capability approach, properly
understood, respects individual agency in a way that conventional approaches to development do
not.360 Sen claims that development can be understood as transformational and in the interests of
those concerned only if people are treated as autonomous agents whose own valuation of the life they
have reason to value is central to the evaluation of advantage and development. This understanding
addresses standard arguments against the paternalism supposedly embedded in the idea of
development, and links this response to the capability approach’s democratic understanding of policy
and society.

It might seem that the very logic of capabilities is in conflict with the logic of political liberalism, due
to the fact the political liberalism –and its priority of the right- requires to avoid the interpretation of
people’s desires and preferences. People’s preferences and desires are generally opaque. Therefore,
the attempt to realize people’s preferences and desires via politics – like Sen wants- implies some
form of paternalism and can be taken as anti-liberal.361 Sen, via capabilities, might be said to
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transform politics into a form of applied ethics wherein the good dictates the nature of the right. This
is more or less like what the utilitarians do, and that is at odds with liberalism.362
However, in some cases people‘s desires and preferences do not appear opaque. In situations of
hunger and starvation or severe diseases, people’s desires and preferences are usually transparent. It
would not need a special ability to understand that those people just want food and to be cured.363 It
would be easy and not paternalistic to guess what starving and disabled people want and consequently
to argue that we should try to help them convert their needs into new substantive opportunities.
Sometimes, it could even be wrong to try not to interpret people’s desires and preferences, that is,
their needs.364 Since many human lives are at risk, these extreme cases of hunger and starvation or
severe diseases might be collected here under the idea of “urgency”. The notion of urgency implies
some a priori consensus among those to whom justification is addressed. It also allows us to grasp
the meaning of people’s conversion handicaps, and consequently accept the idea that for instance
disabled and hungry persons that populate the planet should be living with specific “functionings”.
Substantial legitimacy - given by the special circumstances of urgency - creates natural duties of
justice. In this light, it is not surprising that many of the examples of Sen concerning the limits of
resourcism come from cases in which we are confronted with persons affected either by severe
diseases or extreme poverty. When urgency is at stake, the capability approaches work avoiding the
danger of liberal neutrality, refusing at the same time the danger of illiberal paternalism.365 It seems
that the notion of urgency is an attractive bridge between the views of Rawls and Sen. 366 As
Maffettone suggests, “we can draw an imaginary line that separates normally cooperating members
of society (Rawls) and the other persons that are not so lucky. Above this line people can well be
treated by liberal political theories à la Rawls. […] People living clearly underneath the line are in
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conditions of ‘urgency’, therefore deserve special attention and for them liberal neutrality is not
enough.”367 Rawls’ theory of justice seems to originate from a wealthy nation. In a wealthy nation
such as the US, to protect liberty as individual choice is more important than, for example, in rural
India. Therefore, Sen recommends that whenever we expand the original Rawlsian paradigm from
the US setting to the globe or to a particular region of it, we should be more careful in redesigning
the relation between people and institutions.

Following the Rawlsian idea of reflecting equilibrium, Sen adopts a specific conception of normative
justification. According to the latter, general principles and considered convictions about specific
cases need to be adjusted to one another. In the case at hand, Sen’s idea of aid is compatible with our
understanding of empowerment and participation, and at the same time capable of being reconciled
with our intuition that when the human condition is at stake and the possibility for suffering is
imminent, a sense of urgency and the need to find solutions becomes an imperative. Given our general
moral community and having every human being equal moral worth, such worth deserves to be taken
into account regardless of the presence of a real global basic structure.368;369 Special circumstances of
urgency therefore create natural duties of justice. In the horizon of a far-reaching drama, such as “the
genocide of millions of persons who lack basic rights to security and subsistence” - it is reasonable
to transform a good into a right, that is, a binding obligation.370 This is not a purely humanitarian duty
because the political substance of it corresponds to the content of important human rights.
Sen’s approach offers an interdisciplinary ethical perspective on contemporary global justice and
international ethics, particularly in the context of international development policies. Sen advances
the current debate in normative political theory and applied international ethics by investigating how
many fail to recognize the paternalistic assumptions that constitute the narrative of international aid;
and why paternalistic assistance is morally unacceptable from a deontological and consequentialist
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perspective. Sen then develops a new normative conception of the assistance relationship in order to
bridge the gap between humanitarian and development assistance. He addresses one of the major
challenges faced by contemporary politics – the developments of local institutional capacity for longterm sustainability – and provides ethical guidelines to respond effectively to emergencies and grant
non-paternalistic development assistance. He benefits the academic community in the field of
political theory and international ethics, and also policy makers and practitioners in the field of
development aid.
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Conclusion
The dissertation provides a take on Amartya Sen’s Capability Approach to contribute to the
elaboration of a development approach that can radicalize existing practice of development. This
dissertation explains how the Capability Approach seeks to contribute to the elaboration of another
development alternative. This means a development alternative that aims at examining the realm of
development, without generating universal values but being based on local contexts. It is a
development alternative that provides a comprehensive theory that can safeguard notions of
participation and empowerment; and that addresses issues of agency but also structural processes. It
would be operational, applicable and useful for actors in the development process. Therefore the
underlying assumption of this dissertation is that development alternatives are needed to challenge
rather than sustain practices. As an Approach to Development, Sen’s Capability Approach can
contribute to bring agency and empowerment to the crux of contemporary development thinking and
practice.
From a philosophical perspective, Sen’s Capability Approach is part of the debated field of the theory
of distributive justice, which concerns the criteria according to which wealth should be distributed
among the various members of society. Specifically, Sen’s approach consists in evaluating individual
well-being in terms of the individual capabilities a person has, in order to achieve a set of personally
chosen functionings. While a functioning represents an achievement, a capability is the ability to
achieve and expresses individuals’ real opportunities.

The essential characteristic of the capability approach is its focal point on what people are effectively
able to be and to do. This focus distinguishes it from other more established approaches to evaluating
wellbeing, such as utilitarianism and resourcism (i.e. Rawls’ theory of primary goods). These
approaches indeed represent critical targets for Sen. First of all, the utilitarian theory in the context
of welfare studies is presented by Sen as a consequentialist approach. This means that judgments
about goodness and desirability of re-distributive policies are expressed according to a perspective
merely based on the gains and losses of utility for the community as a whole, regardless of how utility
levels are distributed among individuals. As Amartya Sen maintains, a similar theoretical system has
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very serious gaps. 371;372 First of all, it is hard to make interpersonal comparisons without considering
the distributive inequalities within the community and whether or not an individual is satisfied with
the results obtained. Another serious problem of the utilitarian approach is that it seems to ignore
those values that are non-intrinsically utilitarian, such as rights and freedom. Finally, utility
measurement is actually impossible. Indeed, as supporters of utilitarianism maintain, utility is
associated with the concept of happiness. But this concept is based on many psychological aspects
that make it difficult to measure happiness according to scientific criteria.373 Happiness is conditioned
by too many aspects (social situations and circumstances, individual adaptation, personal history of
individuals, etc.) that a utilitarian analysis seems to neglect.374 Overall, the limitation of utilitarian
theories is that of having neglected the component of human diversity in the study of individual and
social well-being.375

The American philosopher Rawls has attempted to overcome the philosophical doctrine of
utilitarianism, that is, the idea according to which a just society must pursue the greatest possible
well-being for the greatest number of people.376 Rawls does not analyse well-being in terms of utility,
but in relation to an index of goods defined as primary goods, that is, things that every rational
individual is supposed to want.377;378 According to Sen, Rawlsian primary goods or, more generally,
resources give us a more objective metric than utility. They seem to guarantee their owners a certain
degree of freedom for the “construction” of any particular “good life”.379 However, Sen has some
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doubts regarding the feasibility of defining an index of primary goods. For Sen, Rawls fails to
consider the intrinsic differences among individuals, who may pursue different goals.380;381 In
particular, Sen warns that the exclusive focus on resources dismisses consideration about substantial
heterogeneity in people’s ability to convert resources into valuable functionings. 382 Therefore, Sen
has tried to combine the need of maximizing social welfare with the need of achieving an equal
distribution of primary goods.
Sen’s approach has been recognized by the Nobel Committee and fellow scholars for its contribution
to the broader field of development studies, and has prompted important debates on issues such as
measurement of inequality, capital, and savings, and also the role of nonmarket institutions.383 When
using the concept of capabilities in thinking about social justice, Sen seems to rely on some idea of
deliberative democratic politics. Sen asserts that people’s capabilities emerge through a process of
public reasoning that includes the views of those concerned and at the same time expresses the status
of equal citizenship shared by all the members of society and their duty of mutual civility. 384;385
According to Sen, public reason is important for people’s conceptualisation and comprehension of
both their own individual needs and social standards, so that people can have a better understanding
of the role, the reach and the significance of particular capabilities.386 As Sen affirms, democracy
means not only elections and ballots, but also government by discussion, which includes political
participation, dialogue and public interaction. Sen claims that an unrestrained media is especially
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important to the functioning of democratic societies for a variety of reasons, from the spread of
information to critical scrutiny of authorities, from the protection of the weak to the formation of
common values and the pursuit of justice.387 By giving a voice to the vulnerable and disadvantaged
and by subjecting the government to criticism, a free press contributes to human security.

Since public reasoning and democratic processes are necessary for selecting capabilities and weighing
them against each other in every context, Sen himself has been reluctant to provide a fixed list of
capabilities to go with his general capability approach. Sen acknowledges that judgments about what
people come to understand and value are necessarily contingent and relative. It would thus be a
mistake to have a fixed list of capabilities, usable for any purpose and unaffected by the progress of
understanding of the social role and importance of different capabilities and functionings.388;389 To
insist on a single list of capabilities, which would be absolutely complete (nothing could be added to
it) and totally fixed (it could fail to respond to the formation of social values), would be incompatible
with Sen’s concern to the centrality of participatory decision-making in influencing the selfdetermination of life choices.390 It would go against the productive role of reasoning and discussion
and it would also deny the possibility of progress in social understanding. It emerges that the
capability approach can be seen as a “broad normative framework”, that is, a paradigm in which it is
possible to conceptualize a phenomenon. This means that the capability approach is not a theory that
can be used in order to explain a phenomenon. But it is a framework with a certain conceptual
foundation, which can be useful in providing a whole set of tools for the “evaluation and assessment”
of a phenomenon itself.
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However the capability approach and its emphasis on individual effective freedom have been
criticized as excessively individualistic. There are several components to this family of criticisms,
from the fact that the capability aproach seems to ignore the quotidian realities of human
interdependence and communal values, to its alleged neglect of the notion of “adaptive preferences”.
But Sen successfully defends his approach against the critique. In particular, Sen recognizes the
influence of society on the formation of personal values and individual decisions, being aware that
individuals might belong to different groups within their society (different sex, social class, language
group, religion, nationality, race, etc.).391 with regard to “irreducibly social goods” like culture, Sen
argues that they not only enter into his analysis instrumentally (such as in the requirements for
appearing in public without shame) but also as part of the lives people have reason to value.
Nevertheless, Sen is clear in his view that the value of social goods is only derivative upon the
reflective choices of those concerned.

Put the critique aside, the capability approach, formulated by Sen in the 80s and then revisited several
times, is particularly suitable for analyzing and measuring people’s quality of life and the
sustainability of development processes. Sen's argument is that development should be discussed in
terms of people’s capabilities to function, that is, their effective freedom to live the kind of life that
they find valuable.392 For Nobel Prize winner Amartya Sen, development consists of a process of
expansion of real freedoms enjoyed by individuals. Sen does not refer to an abstract idea of freedom,
but rather to different kinds of freedom: political freedoms, economic freedoms, social opportunities,
guarantees of transparency, and protective security.393 These are defined as instrumental freedoms, in
the sense that they contribute to a person’s general ability to live more freely. 394 Sen thus relates the
idea of development to that of freedom, stressing that such correspondence requires a much broader
vision of the development concept that the one promoted by classical analysis merely focused on the
quantitative increase of GDP. As Sen claims, the indicators used in classical analysis have failed to
understand the reality of developing countries. Their inadequacy has translated into discrepant results
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between data in terms of GDP and effective living conditions of the populations considered. 395 The
limitations in analyzing the effective degree of development through economic surveys have
questioned the alleged identification between economic development and social development and the
validity of the paradigm used by economists so far. Poor people, according to Sen, do not need
material help but opportunities of social growth.396
In the context of international development policies, Sen’s work (1999) may have a huge influence
on the establishment of a new paradigm. As the relevant literature on international development
documents, the system of international assistance is seen as deeply flawed.397 Many identify the
underlying reason as being the adoption of a paternalistic approach to international assistance, which
tends to underestimate the ability of autonomous, informed and competent individuals in aidreceiving countries to do anything about their plight without outside help. Sen’s approach would
replace the traditional and paternalistic model of humanitarian aid, adopted by most national and
international development agencies398, with a development model where the political autonomy of
the target is respected. By regarding people as autonomous agents and refusing to take any position
about the ends that are to be promoted for a flourishing life, Sen has developed a new normative
conception of the assistance relationship that shifts away from paternalism towards partnership and
focuses on long-term development of self-sufficiency.
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capacity – driven by local priorities in order to protect the basic interests of recipients – developing
countries would be less dependent on foreign donors in the long term. In fact, since poverty is a social,
economic and political condition, the appropriate institutional context can respond to citizens’ needs
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and allow them to sustain themselves in perpetuity.401 In conclusion, Sen presents innovative
solutions to respond to the poor’s plight in a more effective, accountable and sustainable way, so that
real development - formulated as a process of social change that is simultaneously rights-based and
economically grounded - is achieved.
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